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Abstract 
 
The internet has become an important communications platform which people choose for 
personal interactions. One of the most popular manifestations is the creation and maintenance 
of social relationships using social and dating websites. 
Unscrupulous operators have identified its potential for reaching vulnerable people and have 
started using it as platform for their criminal activity in the form of so-called Online Romance 
Scams. Quickly, this cybercrime has become very successful and thus an increasing threat in 
the social networking environment.  
The Online Romance Scam causes considerable financial and emotional damage to the victims. 
In this research we introduce a theory which helps to explain the success of this scam. In a 
similar way to the “The Nigerian Letter”, we propose that the scam techniques appeal to strong 
emotions, which are clearly involved in Romantic relationships. We also assume that the same 
success factors of normal relationships contribute to the success of the Romance Scam. 
Previous research into normal relationships has identified personal “love stories” as an 
important factor for the development of relationships. We have suggested that these personal 
love stories will have a key role in fraudulent relationships.  
The aim of this research is to explore Online Romance Scams as a type of ‘virtual love’ which 
initially creates happiness for the victim in a virtual romantic relationship, but tragically then 
causes the victim to be separated from his or her savings. Using narrative research 
methodology, this research will establish a model of the Romance Scam structure and its 
variations regarding human romantic attitudes.  
During the research program, the analysis of publicly available data from the internet were 
used, and as a consequence of this, appropriate ethical usage of research data is discussed. 
Findings of this research will contribute to the knowledge of the Online Romance Scam as 
significant crime, and provide information about the structure and the development of the 
modus operandi which can be used to identify an online relationship as a scam at an early phase 
in order to prevent significant harm to the victim. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction   
 
Conceptual understanding of a crime is a fundamental requirement of any preventative 
measures taken against it. The aim of this Research Project Program was to investigate the 
structure of a new type of cyber-crime, called “The Online Romance Scam”. In the course of 
this research project, four journal articles, a book chapter and two conference papers were 
produced. The publications were developed in order to systematise the investigation of this 
problem, and to build the substance of the chapters in this thesis. Overall, the thesis presents 
the background to the research problem, an account of the research methodology, in-depth 
analysis of two studies, followed by the findings and conclusions.  
 
1.1. Problem 
The internet has become a powerful force in breaching geographical barriers, creating new 
services on emerging electronic markets, and has opened new communication and networking 
opportunities in social media and web sides. In this space, online dating sites have quickly 
developed to become a new, lucrative, online business (Singh & Jackson, 2015), which has 
now become a mainstream social practice allowing individuals to find a like-minded partner in 
order to develop a romantic relationship (Zingerle, 2014; Magrina, 2014; Ellison, 2006).  
In 2003, Edelson (2003) reported the ‘online personals’ category was one of the most lucrative 
forms of paid content on the web in the United States. At this time, it was predicted that the 
market would be worth $642 million in 2008 (Greenspan, 2003), but by 2009, Rege (2009) 
predicted that e-love networks would generate $1.9 billion by 2012. Indeed, this industry has 
now grown exponentially in many Western countries. It is estimated that the industry is today 
worth more than £2bn globally (Magrina, 2014). 
Criminal individuals have also recognised the monetizing potential of cyberspace and its 
immense potential to access victims online worldwide. In addition, they have used this space 
to develop opportunities to perpetrated fraud on an industrial scale (Yar, Jewkes, & Yar, 2010; 
Buchanan & Whitty, 2014; Sandywell, 2010, Yar 2010). Indeed, fraud committed online has 
become a global problem (Levi, 2008; Button, 2012; Button, Nicholls, Kerr, & Owen, 2014), 
and the same type of scams and frauds that have traditionally been conducted by mail and 
phone can now be found on the web, email, and social networking sites. A considerable concern 
here is that the extent of these cyber scams appears to be growing (Bergiel, Bergiel, & 
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Balsmeier, 2008) which also confirms a recent FBI report (FBI, 2017). Given the popularity of 
the online dating market and the significant economic implications of the area, it is perhaps not 
surprising that this has become a key focus of fraudsters and scammers (Fair, Tully, Ekdale, & 
Asante, 2009; Rathinaraj & Chendroyaperumal, 2010).  
Because of the universal availability of the internet, countries other than the United States are 
not immune to this practice, and in Australia alone the Melbourne Herald Sun reports that 
Australians lost $21 million to online dating scams in 2011 which increased in 2014 to $82 
million. These reported losses are according to work done by the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission (Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 2015; Cross, 
2016). 
Adding to the concern regarding this practice, it is becoming apparent that financial loss is not 
the only damage caused by Romance Scams. There are suggestions that there is also a serious 
social and psychological side and people who are in a crisis are more likely to become victims 
(Ross & Smith, 2011). This is because these romance scams target vulnerable and lonely people 
looking for love and companionship, and it appears that scammers employ several tactics to 
make the victim develop strong personal feelings for them. The victims are encouraged to build 
an intimate virtual personal relationship with the scammer, during which they show normal 
temporal relationship behaviour patterns such as sharing emotions, revealing personal 
information such as secrets and wishes, and also providing various forms of personal support.    
Whilst the construction of the scam appears quite simple, it raises the question of why the 
victims still keep sending money against all common warning signs. In this respect, there is 
relatively limited research available on why people respond to unsolicited invitations and 
become victims (Ross & Smith, 2011).  
Hence there is a significant gap in our knowledge about the details of this type of scam; partly 
because the extent of the practice is unknown, which is related, in turn, to the lack of clear 
information about the way in which the scams work. This is the research gap that will be 
examined in the course of this thesis. It is unclear why people respond to these offers, which 
appear obviously as a scam for other people. Thus, in order to make a significant contribution 
to this area, this investigation initially attempts to identify the structures and techniques that 
characterise romance scams and pinpoint key features that currently lead to their success.  
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1.2. Research Question 
In order to modify the potential threats of romance scams, a key aim of this Research Project 
Program was to get a better understanding of its structure. As a consequence, it was planned to 
investigate elements of the romance scam which help to explain their success this type of crime. 
To assist in this work, a theory was developed which applied the Transtheoretical model 
(Nutbeam, Harris, & Harris, 1999) to the development of personal relationships, which was 
then subsequently used in a detailed investigation informed by the work of Sternberg (1999) 
on personal love stories.  Because this approach was innovative, it allowed the following 
research question to be posed as a basis for this investigation:  
Can the theoretical Transtheoretical model be used, in conjunction with the theory of personal 
love stories, to provide an understanding of the key features of internet Romance Scams? 
During the research program, our work came to the conclusion that this approach can be used 
to reveal a number of features of Romance Scams. Further, we suggest that the results can be 
used to discriminate more accurately between a fraudulent relationship with a scammer and a 
bona fide relationship. 
 
1.3. Literature review  
1.3.1. Romance Scams 
Budd and Anderson (2011) describe a Romance Scam as one type of consumer scam which 
involves initiating a false relationship through dating websites, social websites or via email. 
Ross and Smith’s study also confirmed that, in most cases, dating scams originate from social 
networking and dating websites (Ross & Smith, 2011). The intention is clearly to defraud the 
victim, and the relationship is often initiated online (Budd & Anderson, 2011), and it is this use 
of electronic communication that makes it relatively easy to reach potential victims and, 
further, allows the scammer to operate anonymously. This mode of operation also makes it 
difficult to arrest and prosecute the offenders (Smith, Holmes, Kaufmann, & Australian 
Institute of Criminology, 1999). 
Whitty (2013) has conducted a recent study regarding the anatomy of Romance Scams. In this 
detailed work, she established that there are five distinct stages of this crime. There are the 
development of an attractive profile, the grooming time and the sting, which together build the 
main part of the scam. This is followed by the continuation, where the scammer repeatedly 
requests funds, and finally by sexual abuse and re-victimization which is an additional attempt 
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to further humiliate and exploit the victim by blackmailing them and applying a follow-up scam 
(Federal Trade, 2015). 
The scammers generally post a false profile on legitimate dating websites (Budd & Anderson, 
2011), and often use high quality, professional looking photos in combination with an attractive 
profile description to attract potential victims (Rege, 2009). To add realism to the introductory 
material, scammers often use multiple shots of the same model, which strengthens the 
credibility of the scheme because additional photographs can be provided at the victim’s 
request (Rege, 2009). 
A newer study from Rashid et al. (2013) confirms that Romance Scam operators use multiple 
identities (so-called ‘digital personas’) with appropriate age and gender to engage with multiple 
victims in online dating sites, gaining their trust and exploiting them for financial benefit. 
Unraveling these multiple digital personas is a non-trivial problem. Also Pizzato et al.(2012) 
confirm that it is very hard to for users to detect bait-profiles. 
Once the contact is established, the scammer will direct the contact to an external channel, this 
usually being an email outside of the dating website. This is done because there is always the 
risk that the bogus profile might be suspended from the dating website, thus losing the contact 
and with it all the previous efforts in establishing rapport.   
After scammers have directed the contact to an external channel, they will try to establish 
constant contact and may want to chat, call, and/or email the victim daily or even several times 
a day, to deepen the relationship and to build trust by the victim (Budd & Anderson, 2011). It 
is in this phase, and usually after a very short period of time, that the scammer begins declaring 
his or her love for the victim. It has been observed that the victims of dating scams 
communicate more frequently with the scammer compared with the behavior of victims of 
other scams, and some even make attempts to meet the offender (Ross & Smith, 2011). Clearly, 
there are strategies available to the scammer to prevent meetings going ahead, but without 
raising the suspicions of the victim. This declaration of love, and possibly the onset of 
reciprocal affirmations, will often be the trigger for the initiation of the next step of the fraud.  
The scammer will commonly present an invented story which is suitable for building a 
plausible frame for a request for money (Budd & Anderson, 2011). One typical story is that the 
scammer has to travel to another country for some special or tragic reason like a sudden death 
(Rege, 2009). When this ‘emergency’ arises, the victim is asked to send money overseas to 
help in various ways. One way would be to pay medical bills or fees or to purchase a ticket to 
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visit the victim. The scammer will explain that there are no funds available at the moment, or 
the scammer has no access to personal funds because of unlucky circumstances. However, 
funds are urgently needed to solve the unexpected crisis, in terms of living expenses or to 
maintain the contact with the victim or, indeed, any other story from a range of plausible stories. 
The offender also introduces new people, for example the virtual fiancé’s mother, into the 
relationship to authenticate the claims of emergency (Ross & Smith, 2011). The scammers 
often first ask for small amounts of money to draw the victim in, and this has the effect of 
making them feel committed to continuing to send additional money to meet subsequent 
requests (Sofo, Berzins, Ammirato, & Volpentesta, 2010). Usually the scammer declares an 
intention to refund the money as soon as they have access to their own funds.  
There is a further synergy here in that because the interactions are restricted to the internet, this 
has increased the convenience of access to material used for these criminal purposes, such as 
an improved ease of creating and presenting fraudulent documents (Doig, 2006). Clearly, this 
facility makes it easier for the scammer to provide a suite of relevant documents to support the 
developing story as well as making money transfers more secure and anonymous.   
 
1.3.2. Romance Scam Prevention 
It has been suggested that effective crime prevention generally needs to consider the 
psychological strategies used by the offenders to manipulate the victim’s behavior (Ross & 
Smith, 2011). This is especially so for dating scam prevention since it is more problematic in 
that the fraud is based on a personal relationship that initially appears harmless (Ross & Smith, 
2011).  At this time, whilst dating and social websites are aware of the problem and have 
currently reacted by posting warnings on the page, this strategy has been shown to lack 
credibility (Egelman, 2008). This underscores the extent and depth of this problem, because 
websites provide lists of known scammer profiles.   
Zingerle (2014) describes another approach to prevention, which is to provide ‘Romance Scam 
seekers’. These online users are fully aware that scammers contact victims with the intention 
of tricking them into making fraudulent payments, and they pretend to be flattered by the 
scammers’ attentions and give the impression that they are developing trust in the scammer. 
These ‘scambaiters’ document the scammers’ practices, and consequently post their findings 
on victim-warning forums such as scamdigger.com. 
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1.3.3. Love stories and the Transtheoretical model 
We suggest that a significant factor for the crafting of the relationship story, is the identification 
of a personal love story of the victim. This personal story reflects a personal affinity of the 
victim related to love and relationships, and it is therefore important for the scammer to identify 
the victim’s psychological circumstances. Thus, for our purposes, it is important to clearly 
understand the spectrum of affinities which represents the ‘working background’ for the 
scammer. In this respect, Sternberg looked at the different types of common relationships in 
his book Love is a Story (Sternberg, 1999). Here, he suggests that personal relationships often 
follow certain relatively well-defined plots which are revealed in these love stories, and these 
plots control the development of relationships (Sternberg, 1995). In this way, well-known 
stories are very important for forming the way relationships are built, and it is claimed that they 
are involved in all personal aspects of our lives (McAdams, 1993). It is further claimed that 
everybody has an ‘array of scripts’ which are heard in the course of personal interactions with 
people (Schank & Abelson, 1977), and these are modified to fit into our own situation. Further, 
it is suggested that there are multiple scripts which build these stories; the themes come from 
our childhood and from interactions with people around us such as parents, grandparents, 
brothers and sisters and friends. In particular, attachment styles developed in infancy are 
important as antecedents of romance stories, whilst an avoidant individual creates stories that 
emphasize distance and a resistant individual creates stories about rejection (Bowlby, 1997; 
Shaver, Hazan, & Bradshaw, 1988). Everybody has a personal story which is instrumental in 
forming relationships, and it is this story which gives the relationship contextual meaning; this 
implies that each person interprets actions or events in terms of their personal story (Sternberg, 
1999). 
The scammer creates online identities reflecting certain love stories to attract a range of victims. 
Once contact is established, the relationship story is developed by obtaining clues to the 
victim’s personal love story and it then is further tailored to suit the situation. We argue that 
both the invented stories in the scam, that is the relationship story and fund story, guide the 
victim through normal phases of human behaviour, which can be described using the 
Transtheoretical Model. 
The Transtheoretical Model was developed by Prochaska and DiClimente (2005), and 
according to this scheme, human behaviour follows six (gradual) stages of change (Nutbeam 
et al., 1999): 
1. Precontemplation: The individual has no intention to change behaviour; 
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2. Contemplation: The individual considers changing behaviour; 
3. Determination/Preparation: The individual makes commitment to change; 
4. Action: The individual makes a change; 
5. Maintenance: The individual maintains the change. Repeats the behaviour;  
6. Termination: The individual stops the behaviour. 
People are seen to move in a predictable way through these stages, during which they can self-
initiate change but also they can respond to external stimuli. This model is often used in the 
health area to influence a patient to change a behaviour which has negative effect on their health 
(Prochaska & Redding, 1994, Prochaska & Velicer, 1997). In a similar way, it can be used to 
understand other developmental areas, and it has been used in this investigation to explain the 
(often surprising) behaviour change of Romance Scam victims. 
 
1.4. Research Theory 
In order to get a better understanding of this scam, this research presents a model which is 
based on the assumption that the scammer influences the victim to engage in two mainstream 
activities of social behaving. The first is the fostering of motivation in the victim to establish a 
romantic relationship and consequently to develop a deep level of trust, while the second is to 
engineer the transfer of funds to the virtual partner. These behavioural streams are established 
by confronting the victim with two parallel event sequences, which requires the portrayal of 
the victim as a partner in a virtual love story which can then be used to self-justify their 
motivation to behave according to the wish of the scammer.  
We call the first stream the building of the ‘Relationship Story’, which serves to initiate and 
gradually deepen the virtual relationship. Whilst this relationship is clearly not the primary goal 
of the scammer, it is the goal of the victim and therefore its establishment is necessary for the 
scam to be effective. For the scammer, this first story must be created to support the second 
story, which is designed to motivate the victim to willingly transfer funds. We call this second 
stream the ‘Fund Story’, as its purpose is to build a level of self-justification in the victim to 
make available the requested funds. We further argue that the ‘Personal Love Story’ is a key 
feature in the ‘Relationship Story’.  
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1.5. Methodology Approach and justification 
Following our assertion that Romance Scams can be explained by a theory which combines the 
‘Love Story Theory’ with the Transtheoretical Model (Nutbeam et al., 1999), we have 
integrated these perspectives in an innovative analysis approach which supports the use of 
narrative research methodology. In order to prepare data for this analysis, we took sequential 
elements of the raw data and presented them in a plot structure. 
Our study is based on reported instances of Romance Scams from victims, which were 
published on an internet help forum for these individuals. Seventeen reports were selected for 
analysis following a system developed through a theoretical sampling framework. The 
framework is built with a structure containing several levels defined by generic attributes such 
as gender, skin colour, nationality and the age of the victim. 
This data source provides a varied population of reports with sufficient quality to allow 
meaningful analysis. By utilising the Problem-Solution-Approach in this research, an objective 
analysis can be instituted, and enables us to extract embedded plot elements and create a 
chronology of the events from the field texts to allow us to confidently apply the theory of the 
Transtheoretical Model to the structure of the scam. 
 
1.6. Summary of Contribution 
In our research on Romance Scams using narrative research methodology, we aim to get a 
better understanding of the key structures of this type of crime. Therefore, this thesis makes 
the following major intellectual contributions in the area: 
1. It identifies the main success factor of the Romance Scam being the addressing of strong 
emotions; 
2. It develops a new theory about the anatomy of the Romance Scam using the 
Tanstheoretical Model combined with historical patterns of romantic engagement; 
3. It develops a method based on this new theory to analyse Romance Scams in more detail; 
4. It identifies by study of empirical examples, the structures and techniques that characterise 
Romance Scams; 
Findings of this research will contribute to the knowledge of the structure of an Online 
Romance Scam as an e-Crime. This will provide information about the development of the 
modus operandi of the interaction which can be used to identify an online relationship as a 
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scam at an early phase, and this will contribute to the possible prevention of significant harm 
to the victim. 
 
1.6.1. Identification of the key success factor of the Romance Scam  
This work identified the utilisation of strong emotions as a key success factor in the 
establishment and continuance of the Romance Scam. This shows a similarity to related scams 
such as the Nigerian Letter, which also addresses strong emotions, an approach which is 
thought to be the main key success factor for this scam. The development of a romance and a 
potential partnership builds a suitable framework for the scam, and this relationship delivers to 
the scammer a set of emotional tools to strengthen the ties. Developing a romance and building 
a partnership involves the interaction of different and very strong emotions such as love, greed 
and jealousy (Simpson, 2007). These emotions are important elements upon which a person 
can build and deepen any meaningful relationship. We suggest that, in a similar way, these 
elements can be used for the building of a fraudulent relationship in the Online Romance Scam.        
 
1.6.2. Presentation of a new theory about the Romance Scam Anatomy  
Previous research has explained that the Romance scam can be seen as a process which moves 
through five stages (Whitty, 2013). While this view is very strong and clearly identifies the 
internal structure of the scam, it does not allow us to go further to explain the success of the 
approach and to understand the reasons why the victim is so deeply drawn into it. Previous 
research explores the structure of the scam (Whitty, 2013). This research also looks at the 
impact on the victim and explains its success from this point of view. 
We propose a theory about the Romance scam which firstly extends the previous structural 
view to a ‘two-layer’ scam structure, and secondly it applies to the development of the scam 
additional existing models of human behaviour. These are the Transtheoretical Model and the 
theory about personal Love Stories, which provide a deeper insight into the way the scam draws 
the victim into a trusting state of mind and why certain critical steps in the scam can be 
instituted.   
First we look at the scam as a process which is deliberately presented as two parallel and 
mutually supporting or interacting scams. Using this process, the victim is scammed in respect 
of a developing personal relationship which is designed to open the way for a scam in financial 
terms.  
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Second we apply the theory of personal Love stories to the scam model. It is in the relationship 
scam where we suggest that the addressing of strong emotions in form of personal Love stories 
play an important role for the success of the scam. This faked romantic relationship, with its 
innate strong personal urges, is the basis for the whole scam. It establishes the necessary trust 
to the scammer and builds the foundation for the financial scam. In consequence, the success 
in establishing a faked romantic relationship is essential for the success of the parallel fund 
scam. The personal relationship is the starting point and the key for the scam, and as the 
financial scam begins to be introduced, the personal relationship needs to be further developed.  
Thirdly, we apply the phases of the Trantheoretical Model (Prochaska & DiClemente, 2005) to 
reveal the phases of the Romance scam (Whitty, 2013). This model is applied to both of the 
parallel scams (the relationship and the fund scams) and will help to establish the predictable 
development of both stories. 
 
1.6.3. Development of a method to analyse Romance Scams based on theory  
Using the previously described theories as a basis, we have developed a methodology to 
investigate romance scam instances in more detail. The methodology is introduced in Chapter 
5 and described in more detail in Chapter 6. To further support and justify the use of this 
methodology, its application is demonstrated using a selected sample of the data in Appendix.1.  
The methodology is an innovative approach to combine Narrative Methodology with the plot 
structure Table, where we identify the character, setting, problem actions and the solution, with 
the phases of the Transtheoretical Model. In addition, to this analysis we apply the theory of 
Personal Love stories to the developing explanation. The Personal Love story is an important 
point in the definition of the ‘problem’ of the plot structure in the relationship story. The 
problem arises from the task to find the right romantic partner according the personal love story 
of the victim.  
This approach allows us to initially structure the scam reports in the plot structure tables before 
putting the reported events in a chronological order. This is followed by mapping them to the 
phases of the Transtheoretical model. As a result, the single steps and the structure of the scam 
become more visible, which allows us to investigate and highlight in more detail how the victim 
is moved through the scam.  
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1.6.4. Detection of structures and techniques of the Romance Scam  
We proposed a new theory about the structure of the Online Romance Scam and have 
developed a Methodology to investigate scam instances. In doing this, we have been able to 
analyse selected scam reports in order to get a better understanding of the structure and the 
development of the Online Romance Scam.  
This study, as described, has been completed. It has demonstrated that, initially, the Romance 
Scam develops in form of a fraudulent online relationship (the Relationship Story or Scam) 
which is specifically built with the aim of introducing a second scam (the Fund Story or Scam) 
to exploit the victim financially. Both stories go through the recognised phases of normal 
human behaviour according to the Transtheortical Model, and the victims’ motivation to 
behave according to the scammers’ wish is slowly developed as the scam moves from phase to 
phase. 
The investigation of the techniques used in the relationship scam have revealed that common 
features of the scam are derived from human behaviour, described in existing research as 
“Personal Love Stories”. Further we identified that certain love stories are used more regularly 
than others. While the ‘Recover Story’ was the most common type in our first study, it was the 
‘Fantasy Story’ in the second study, which indicates some flexibility is available to the 
scammer. However, our analysis of reports of honest relationship developments showed a large 
range of Love Story types, and we think that this reflects the real variety of interaction which 
occurs between individuals, a variety which is not seen when selecting suitable persons for a 
scam.   
The findings have allowed us to identify static structural features embedded in the presentation 
and development of the scam, which can act as reliable Red Flags to identify the existence of 
a scam at an early phase in the on-line relationship.  
 
1.7. Structure of Thesis 
The content of the thesis comprises six publications presented in the following chapters. In 
‘Chapter 1: Introduction’, the problem and its context has been introduced. This problem arises 
from the new type of cybercrime which we have called the ‘Online Romance Scam’, and as 
indicated earlier, is a fast-growing crime in our society which causes increasingly more 
damage.  
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In ‘Chapter 2: The Romance Scam: Recognition of an increasing internet problem in our 
society’, it is suggested that the usage of so called ‘Personal Love Stories’ contribute 
significantly to the scam’s success and increasing implementation. A theory about its structure 
and phases is developed as basis to investigate the crime in more detail. Because this work 
contains a suggested analysis which uses publicly accessible, but personal data, a discussion 
about the ethical problems which arise when publicly available online data is used for research 
follows in ‘Chapter 3: Ethical problems when using online datasets’. 
‘Chapter 4: Theory: Structure and Phases of the Romance Scam’, introduces the theory on 
which this research is based. It explains the romance scam as a scam which is actually built 
using two scams. One is related to a faked relationship and the second is related to financial 
aspects.   
‘Chapter 5: Methodology’, presents the research methodology of the project followed by the 
preliminary findings of the analysis in ‘Chapter 6: Preliminary findings from the Romance 
Scam report analysis to establish the structure as two-layer scam’. 
Then follows ‘Chapter 7: A field study of fraudulent Romance Scam profiles’, which identifies 
the usage of Love stories in real fraudulent profiles and supports the early suggestion that this 
represents a key success factor for this crime.   
In ‘Chapter 8 Detection of ‘two stories’ in a relationship development as an early sign of a 
Romance Scam’, detailed findings of the previous study are presented together with additional 
observations of a follow-up study which included new scam report instances. In addition, these 
were compared to reports of honest relationships in order to identify differences.  
In the conclusions presented in the last chapter, ‘Chapter 9: Conclusions’, the results are 
summarised and the significance of the findings related to suggested Romance Scam structure 
and the usage of Love Stories as early signs of a fraudulent online relationship are discussed. 
Further limitations and future work are presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter 2 The Romance Scam: Recognition of an increasing internet 
problem in our society   
 
Published in: Kopp, C., Sillitoe, J.F., Gondal, I. and Layton, R. (2015). The Role of Love 
stories in Romance Scams: A qualitative Analysis of fraudulent Profiles, International Journal 
of Cyber Criminology, Vol 9, 2. 
 
As outlined in the program introduction in Chapter 1, the online ‘Romance Scam’ is a very 
successful money grabbing technique which can cause considerable financial and emotional 
damage to its victims. This second chapter has been designed to present the nature of the 
Romance Scam in greater detail, and to present a brief review of the relevant literature which 
has resulted from initial discussions of this crime. Further, the chapter locates this type of crime 
as a serious and growing problem of our time by outlining what we see as its increasing threat 
for our society, and, in so doing, provides a basis for the following publications and 
presentations which form the substance of the research program. 
The publication (Kopp, Sillitoe, Gondal, & Layton, 2015) starts with a discussion of the 
‘Nigerian Letter’, which is a related internet-based scam, and provides structural similarities 
which have been helpful in the development of our closer understanding of the Romance Scam. 
Following this introductory discussion, we justify our growing assumption that certain 
structures of ‘normal relationships’ play an important role in the way that a Romance Scam is 
structured. This then leads to a discussion about different types of personal ‘romantic attitudes’ 
which have been previously described and codified in so-called ‘Love Stories’ (Sternberg, 
1999). Using this theoretical basis, the paper guides the reader through the phases of the 
Romance Scam, and compares this virtual progress with the phases of normal relationships. A 
brief structural analysis, which concludes the paper, is given to suggest how we might further 
investigate these basic theoretical assumptions in succeeding parts of the research program.  
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Chapter 3 Ethical problems when using online datasets 
 
Published in: Kopp, C., Sillitoe, J.F., Gondal, I. and Layton, R. (2016). Ethical considerations 
when using online datasets for research purposes. Chapter 8 in Layton, R., & Watters, P. A. 
(2015). Automating Open Source Intelligence: Algorithms for OSINT, Syngress, pp.131 - 158.  
 
The previous chapters have introduced a tentative theory about the Romance Scam in order to 
facilitate an understanding of why it has so much success in obtaining money from its target 
population. To investigate the usefulness of the untested assumptions involved in the theory 
which is presented in the following Chapter 4, this research program intends to use publicly 
available data from the internet. However, because the data we will have to source to help with 
the program testing often have very personal content about Romance Scam experiences, this 
raises ethical questions about if, and how far, these data can ethically be used for research and 
publication purposes.  
Thus, in order to establish an ethical research context for this investigation, this publication 
presents a review of the relevant literature related to existing ethics guidelines for human 
research. It follows an interpretation of these guidelines, modified for online purposes, which 
is based on the main principles presented in the influential Belmond report (Belmont, 1979). 
These principles are: Autonomy, Obtaining Consent, Benefits against Risks, and Justice, which 
are then discussed in the context of online research, which need to be further interpreted in line 
with the special circumstances of the online world.  
In this research project the principles of "Autonomy, benefits, and Justice" where applied by 
following ethical rules described in the “Final ethical project report” added as Appendix 3, 
which was approved by the Universities ethics committee. This report also addresses issues of 
"privacy/confidentiality" and "risks" by pre-processing and de-identification of the data and 
storage at a secure place. 
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Chapter 4 Theory: Structure and Phases of the Romance Scam  
 
Published in: Kopp, C., Sillitoe, J.F., Gondal, I. and Layton, R. (2016). The Online Romance 
Scam: A complex two-layer scam, The Journal of Psychological and Educational Research 
(JPER), Vol 24, 2. 
 
The previous chapter introduced the Romance Scam as a serious threat to vulnerable sections 
of our society due to its propensity to target highly sensitive human emotions involving normal 
desires in a search for partnership and personal romantic happiness. This chapter picks up on 
this assumption and further develops a theory about the Romance Scam, where it suggests that 
the online material is actually built from a complex combination of two scams. One scam is 
related to the establishment of a faked relationship, whilst the second is built expressly to elicit 
sequential payments for fictitious events. The relationship part of the scam is specifically 
designed to establish feelings of deep trust in the victim for the scammer which is then used 
for the basis for the funds scam. This scam is developed along the same lines, and uses the 
same persuasion techniques, as those employed in mass marketing frauds. An important factor 
in the initial relationship scam is the development of a ‘personal love story’, since it is apparent 
that people have personal affinities to romantic relationships based on their personal love story 
and an understanding of their ideal partner. The relationship scam uses this situation and applies 
effort into tailoring the ‘perfect’ partner. At the same time as this relationship is built, a 
secondary fund scam is developed and the victim is subtly guided through the phases which 
have been identified in the ‘Transtheoretical model’ (Prochaska & DiClemente, 2005). During 
this process, the scam creates the motivation within the victim to comply with the demands to 
transfer funds. 
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Chapter 5 Methodology   
 
The research project develops a new theory about the anatomy of the Romance Scam. It 
develops a method based on this new theory to analyse Romance Scams in more detail. A 
qualitative analysis is undertaken. The frameworks of the analysis are derived from a 
worldview about the nature of the problem and its existence. In the result it identifies the main 
success factor of the Romance Scam. 
In this Chapter, we present a detailed example of how the available data for a selected case 
from on-line sources were treated in order to provide a systematic and consistent analysis 
scheme for the purposes of our study. This exemplar was chosen at random from the material 
upon which the published papers have been based. We have included this description in an 
attempt to illustrate how we have strived to achieve veracity in our knowledge claims through 
transparency of our systematic analysis, and to show how we have ensured that the anonymity 
of those involved has been protected.     
 
The analysis description consists of the following sections, which represent the sequential steps 
which were followed for each case: 
1) Repeated reading of the report and marking of relevant information; 
2) Identification of the underlying Love Story; 
3) Analysis of the material relating to the Relationship Story  
a. Extracting information into the Plot Structure Table; 
b. Mapping of events to the phases of the Transtheoretical Model; 
4) Analysis of material related to the Fund Story  
a. Extracting information into the Plot Structure Table; 
b. Mapping of events to the phases of the Transtheoretical Model; 
5) Constructing a timely Sequence of the parallel scams. 
The first four sections describe the steps which have been developed in such a way as to align 
the events of both the Relationship and the Fund stories in order to establish the ‘Timely 
Sequence’ of both scams in step 5. In the following passages, we present our working through 
of the details of the selected case.  
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5.1. Repeated reading of the report and marking of relevant information  
In each case, the analysis started by repeatedly reading the available report in order to get a 
good understanding of the key events in the scam as detailed by the actors. In this reading, the 
various elements for which we were looking were identified on the basis of our theoretical 
framework.  
To assist in this preliminary analysis, we marked sequences that we felt contained relevant 
information. During the reading, we marked the relevant information with colours to allow an 
initial visual grouping into elements representing (i) raw data of the relationship story, (ii) raw 
data of the fund story and (iii) hints for the underlying personal love story. Initially, we chose 
red for events of the relationship story, green for the fund story and blue for ‘hints’ of the 
underlying Love Story.  
To assist in gaining an overview of the selected report and the work done in this preliminary 
stage, the whole report, with preliminary coding, has been presented in Appendix 1. What is 
presented here is an extract taken from the beginning of the selected report, which has been 
included at this stage to show the detail of the analysis method: 
My story is just like so many others here, and it's been a relief to just know that I was not the 
only one that was taken in. I mean, I feel sorry for all of us, but it's amazing to me just how good 
these  scammers  are.  I've  always  prided myself  on my  ability  to  read  people,  and  to  have 
someone completely fool me like this was really a hard hit. Not to mention he had me convinced 
that our  "relationship" was  truly  from God, how else  could we have  found each other and 
known so quickly that we were meant to be, soul mates? He was everything I wanted in a man, 
and he said all the right things before I gave any hints about what those right things would be. 
Looking back, I had some red flags from the beginning, but I guess I was just so desperate to 
believe that I could have been so lucky to finally have found a man who would love me the 
way I dreamed of being loved put blinders on me and I was able to rationalize all of the red 
flags. I did things that I KNEW were totally wrong ‐ when his phone and his daughter's iPad and 
credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job he was awarded, he did not … 
   
This initial colour marking presented in Appendix 1, shown here as underlines, involved 
several independent readings, in order to avoid effects of fatigue.  
 
5.2. Identification of the underlying Love story 
In the next phase of the analysis, we attempted to identify what we have termed the ‘underlying 
Personal Love Story’ which has seemed to us to be the way in which the scammer has engaged 
the victim’s interest. We have searched the available text for ‘hints’ of the type of story which 
has emerged. The basis for this analysis is the “Love Story Scale” taken from Sternberg (2012). 
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Although this scale, which presented 12 possible underlying stories, gave us a good direction 
for data collection, we found that it needed to be amended according to definitions provided in 
Sternberg’s earlier book (Sternberg, 1999). It is the extended “Love Story Scale” which has 
been used in this analysis, and, for reference, the full scale has been presented in Appendix 3 
in order to show the options related to the respondents’ stories. 
We played the part of a ‘proxy’ for the each question on the Love Story Scale, and answered 
them on behalf of the victim. As Sternberg suggested, we have rated each statement on a scale 
from 1 to 9, 1 meaning that it does not characterize the described romantic relationships at all, 
and 9 meaning that it describes them extremely well. Then we averaged the scores for the 
questions related to each story, and categorised averaged scores of 7 to 9 to be ‘high’, indicating 
that the respondent had a strong attraction to the story, and 1 to 3 to be ‘low’, indicating little 
or no apparent interest in the story. We thought that moderate scores of 4 to 6 indicated some 
interest in the ‘conceit’, but probably not enough to generate or keep a romantic interest. 
We started this analysis with Story Type #1 in the “Love Story Scale”, which is called ‘The 
Sacrifice Story’, and applied it to the case selected. The three questions of the Sacrifice Story 
are: 
STORY #1 
1. I enjoy making sacrifices for the sake of my partner. 
2. I believe sacrifice is a key part of true love. 
3. I often compromise my own comfort to satisfy my partner's needs. 
We found, in the report (Appendix 1), the following hints that the underlying story may have 
been a ‘Sacrifice’ story: 
… 
totally enthral me. I mean it, he made me fall in love with him not by what he said in his emails, 
… 
emails. And I would find myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness about him as far as the 
stories he was telling me about the hardships he was beginning to endure, and I found myself 
sending him an iPhone because his was stolen, and next thing I knew I sent him some money 
because his daughter was sick, and yet it wasn't enough, but at the same time I had nothing 
more I could send, so I told him I didn't have anything else. I did not send so much that I would 
be totally hurt with it, it was more than I should have, yes, but the niggling doubt at least  
 
If we look at the first question: “I enjoy making sacrifices for the sake of my partner”, the 
victim reports that she had indeed made sacrifices for the sake of her online partner. She sent 
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the iPhone because his was stolen and she sent money because his daughter was sick. But she 
also had initially a “niggling uneasiness”. This shows she does not really enjoy it. We therefore 
gave this question a score of “1” since it was not an unequivocal action. 
 
With the second question: “I believe sacrifice is a key part of true love”, the respondent was 
initially hesitating to comply with his request to send the iPhone.  It was after she felt in love 
with him that she did sent the iPhone. We assume here that she is believing, albeit weakly, that 
it is important for true love to sacrifice time and money. We gave this question a score of “3”. 
For the third question: “I often compromise my own comfort to satisfy my partner's needs.” We 
see here evidence that sending the iPhone because it was stolen and sending money because 
his daughter was sick, shows that at one level she would “compromise” her “own comfort”. 
However, the observation that she soon stopped sending any further goods or money shows 
she does it not “often” and clearly says she “did not sent did not send so much that I would be 
totally hurt”. This indicates she did not completely compromise (or sacrifice) her own comfort. 
We gave this issue a score of “2”.  
As a result, the average score for the Sacrifice Story is “2”, which represents, in our 
categorisation, ‘little or no interest in this story’. 
We then applied the same subjective analysis of the text following story types provided in the 
“Love Story Scale”. We did not find hints for either the Story Type #2: The Police Story or the 
Story Type #3: The Travel Story. As a result the average for these Story types is: “0” 
Then we looked at Story Type #4 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Pornography Story. The 
questions of the Pornography Story are: 
STORY #4 
Object: 
1. The truth is that I don't mind being treated as a sex toy by my partner. 
2. It is very important to me to gratify my partner's sexual desires and whims, even if people might view 
them as debasing. 
3. I like it when my partner wants me to try new and unusual, and even painful, sexual techniques. 
Subject: 
1. The most important thing to me in my relationship is for my partner to be an excellent sex toy, doing 
anything I desire. 
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2. I can never be happy with a partner who is not very adventurous in sex. 
3. The truth is that I like a partner who feels like a sex object. 
The two scales, representing Object and Subject reflects the two different views of the 
Pornography Story. From one side where the individual likes being seen as a “sex Object” and 
the other side where the individual likes to treat the other partner as a “sex Object”. The 
relevance of these concepts have been discussed in Sternberg’s book (Sternberg, 1999).   
In the text, we found the following hints that it may have been a Pornography Story:  
stopped me from going crazy. Then ANOTHER thing he managed to get me to do was send him 
pictures of a kind  I would NEVER send to anyone,  let alone  in an email to someone  I hadn't  
actually met yet, but hey ‐ he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily 
ever after, and we were lonely and longing for each other. Then there was an accident at his job 
…  
spyware etc (and I found out here I could have done all that for free myself probably, but at the 
time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL). My "love" IMd me to ask what I was doing about this situation, 
 
 
There was no hint for question 1, so the score was “0”. But for question 2 “It is very important 
to me to gratify my partner's sexual desires and whims even if people might view them as 
debasing”, the fact is that she complied with the request to send “pictures of a kind I would 
NEVER send to anyone.” This leads us to the assumption that she thinks it is important to 
comply with the partner’s sexual desires. In addition she clearly indicated that she was worried 
her friend and the pastor could get these pictures. This indicated that she considers people 
would view them as debasing. We gave this question a score of “9”. For the remaining 
questions we found no hints and gave scores of ‘0’. We did also not find hints for questions 
related to the “Pornography Story (Individual as Subject)”. As a result the average for the 
“Pornography Story (Individual as object)” is: “1.5”. 
  
We did not find hints for the Story Type #5 in the “Love Story Scale”: ‘The Horror Story’. As 
a result the average for this Story type is: “0” 
 
Then we looked at Story Type #6 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Recover Story. The questions 
of the Recover Story are: 
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STORY #6 
Co-dependent: 
1. I often end up with people who are facing a specific problem, and I find myself helping them get their 
life back in order. 
2. I enjoy being involved in relationships in which my partner needs my help to get over some problem. 
3. I often find myself with partners who need my help to recover from their past. 
Person in recovery: 
1) I need someone who will help me recover from my painful past. 
2. I believe that a relationship can save me from a life that is crumbling around me. 
3. I need help getting over my past. 
The two scales reflect the two different views of the Recovery Story depending on the 
individual’s preference to be the person “providing recovery” or “receiving recovery”, which 
are discussed in Sternberg’s book (Sternberg, 1999).  
We found the following hints which we investigated:  
 
emails. And I would find myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness about him as far as the 
stories he was telling me about the hardships he was beginning to endure, and I found myself 
sending him an iPhone because his was stolen, and next thing I knew I sent him some money 
because his daughter was sick, and yet it wasn't enough, but at the same time I had nothing 
 
For the first question: “I often end up with people who are facing a specific problem, and I find 
myself helping them get their life back in order”, the victim tries to help the scammer to recover 
from a bad situation (stolen iPhone, sick daughter) in this ‘partnership’. But we have no hint 
that it regularly happened in other relationships before, thus we gave a score of “2” for this 
question.  
 
When we looked at the second question: “I enjoy being involved in relationships in which my 
partner needs my help to get over some problem”, we noted that the question also requires 
“enjoying” being involved in a relationship with a partner in need. The victim indicated 
concerns about the invented crisis and was reluctant to provide requested support. “I would find 
myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness about him as far as the stories he was telling me 
about the hardships”. The fact that she finally committed to help was more about of a feeling 
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of responsibility, saying that the “next thing I knew I sent him some money because his 
daughter was sick.” This led us to score this question with a “2”.    
For the remaining questions (including the questions related to the other version of the 
“Recovery Story” where the individual is in recovery) we found no hints. As a result, the 
average for the “Recovery Story (Individual as Co-dependent)” is: “0.6” 
 
We found no hints which were strong enough to follow for:  
Story Type #7 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Garden Story 
Story Type #8 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Business Story 
Story Type #9 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Fantasy Story 
Story Type #10 in the “Love Story Scale”: The War Story 
Story Type #11 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Humour Story 
Story Type #12 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Collection Story 
As a result the average for these story types is: “0” 
We then looked at Story Type #13 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Religion story. The questions 
of the Religion story are: 
STORY #13 
Religion in relationship 
1. I believe that in the best relationships, people help each other draw closer to God. 
2. It is very important to me that my partner share my religious beliefs. 
3. My devotion to my partner can only be seen in the larger context of my devotion to God. 
Relationship as religion: 
1. I seem to seek salvation in relationships, much as other people do in religion.  
2. I feel like my relationship has saved me from despair. 
3. I have found that I need religion less now than I am in the relationship I’m in. 
Score: _____. 
 
We found the following hints which we investigated:  
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someone completely fool me like this was really a hard hit. Not to mention he had me convinced 
that our "relationship" was truly from God, how else could we have found each other and 
…  
I told him I really wished I could but I had nothing, I do not have money. He would say that was 
okay, he would work it out, God brought me to him not for money but because I was the love 
 … 
this man, I mean head over heels like never in my life, all without even having met yet. He was 
so convincing in sharing his faith with me, his feelings about what he wanted in a relationship, 
…  
from the depths of his soul, and he had the most beautiful way of expressing his feelings about 
me, his daughter, his love of God, his hopes for our future, and he would sometimes pause and 
…  
spyware etc (and I found out here I could have done all that for free myself probably, but at the 
time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL). My "love" IMd me to ask what I was doing about this situation, 
 
We look at the first part of the questions “Religion Story (Religion in relationship)”. In 
response to the first question: “I believe that in the best relationships, people help each other 
draw closer to God”. For the first question, our observations are that, very early in the report, 
she writes that: “he had me convinced that our relationship was truly from God” and later that 
“…God brought me to him …” the victim believes that this relationship has been initiated by 
God and we can assume that she feels closer to him in this relationship. We gave this question 
a score of “8”.  
 
Looking at the second question: “It is very important to me that my partner share my religious 
beliefs.” Later, she wrote that “he was so convincing in sharing his faith” and “expressing his 
feelings about … his love of God”, the victim was clearly impressed by the scammer’s way of 
talking about God, where she obviously agrees and shares his views about religion. We gave 
this question a score of “9” also. 
 
Finally, with the third question: “My devotion to my partner can only be seen in the larger 
context of my devotion to God”, we found clear evidence that devotion to God was significantly 
important to her in her current life when she reported:  “I was in a panic that my … pastor of 
my church …”.The victim indicates that she is a committed member of the church community. 
Her reputation in this community is important for her. She was in panic when this reputation 
was in danger through the events out of the relationship. We gave a score of “4” here.  
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We did not find hints for the remaining questions related to the second version of this story 
where the relationship is seen as religion.  
As a result the average for the “Religion Story (Religion in relationship)” is “7”. 
 
 
We found no hints which were strong enough to follow for:  
Story Type #14 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Garden Story 
Story Type #15 in the “Love Story Scale”: The House + Home Story 
Story Type #16 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Teacher Student Story 
Story Type #17 in the “Love Story Scale”: The Government Story 
 
As defined before, averaged scores of 7 to 9 are regarded as representing a high attraction to 
the story. As a conclusion, we see the underlying love story is the ‘Religion Story’ since, with 
its average score of 7, it is the highest of all the available story types. 
 
5.3. Analysis: Relationship Story 
To begin the detailed analysis of the relationship story, we took the marked elements (red in 
Appendix 1) for the relationship story and inserted them into a Plot Structure Table, as shown 
in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Plot Structure Table (Relationship Story) 
Characters  Victim: single mother of a daughter 
 Scammer: single father daughter
Settings   single mother of a daughter 
 My CHILD, whose own father is not much of one 
 my father, young nice, brother and pastor of my church 
 
Problem   He had convinced me that our, "relationship" was truly from God 
 I was just so desperate to believe that I could have been so lucky to finally have found a man 
who would love me the way I dreamed of being loved 
 CHILD, whose own father is not much of one  
Actions   the first couple of weeks we were communicating via email, I was constantly telling him how I 
would not be able to trust him till we met   
 he was so patient 
 we could just talk and email and that we wouldn't really get more serious about trying to build 
anything for awhile 
 find myself falling totally in love with this man 
 was so solicitous in asking about my daughter, and how he looked forward to meeting her 
 get me to believe that he would love not only me but my CHILD, THAT probably is the reason 
that I fell so hard  
 first time we spoke on the phone … red flag was able to be swept aside, because he had the 
most beautiful voice 
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 expressing his feelings about me, his daughter, his love of God   
(red flag was able to be swept aside)  
 send him pictures of a kind I would NEVER send to anyone 
 he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily ever after 
 But I couldn't help him with money, I told him I really wished I could but I had nothing 
 I literally cried my eyes out, so scared for him, that I could lose this beautiful man before ever 
even touching him 
 That's when I really had an eye opener  
 I did not hear from my "love" for several days 
 convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed  
 Then a few days later he calls me, and tells me he had been in the hospital and that was why 
he hadn't called, but he wanted to make sure I was okay 
 I asked myself why, if he was guilty of scamming and I had actually accused him of this, why 
would he contact me again? 
 SO I told myself MAYBE he really was innocent 
 We continued to communicate for a while longer 
 Once I told him I love him 
 he said very softly that he loved me too 
 Counsellor … opened my eyes with all kinds of information
Resolution   get me to believe that he would love not only me but my CHILD 
 Expressing … his love of God 
 he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily ever after 
 
 
 
5.3.1. Extracting evidence into the Plot Structure Table (Relationship Story) 
During this analysis, we categorised the identified information according to the five elements 
which Ollerenshaw and Creswell (2002) suggest underpin any successful plot structure. These 
are (i) the individual characters, (ii) the story’s setting, (iii) the focus question or problem, (iv) 
the resultant actions, and finally (v) the resolution of the problem. In this analysis, we found 
that some elements in the extracted parts turned out to be relevant for both stories and/or the 
‘underlying Love story’, which explains why we elements marked in different colours are 
sometimes considered.   The detailed analysis is explained in the following sections. 
 
Characters 
First we looked for information identifying the nature of the characters involved in the 
potential relationship, and found the following information:  
 
he was a single father of a daughter, and I am a single mother of a daughter, and he was so … 
 
The female victim’s character is described as a “single mother of a daughter” while the 
scammer’s profile was given as a “single father of a daughter” which immediately allowed the 
scammer to establish a situational rapport. We moved this finding into the Plot Structure Table 
(Table 1) in the description of the character category, in order to help build the foundations of 
the Relationship story. 
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Setting 
Then we looked for information related to the setting of the potential relationship, and found 
the following relevant information: 
 
he was a single father of a daughter, and I am a single mother of a daughter, and he was so  
[…] only me but my CHILD, whose own father is not much of one, THAT probably is the reason 
… 
 
These statements indicate that, first, she is a (vulnerable) single mother and does not live 
together with the father of her daughter, and second that she is disappointed about this person. 
This comes from the fact that he does not, in her eyes, care sufficiently enough about the child. 
We accordingly moved these findings “single mother of a daughter” and “… my CHILD, 
whose own father is not much of one” into the setting part of the Plot Structure Table in Table 
1. Clearly there are clues in here for the scammer which relate to the mother/daughter 
relationship which can be exploited. 
 
Further reading revealed the following text on the second page: 
 
time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL). My "love" IMd me to ask what I was doing about this situation, 
 
This indicates that the victim is part of a family and also member of a church, and that her 
reputation in the community and parish is important for her. We add these findings “my father, 
young niece, brother and pastor of my church” into the setting part of the Plot Structure Table 
in Table 1, since this was clearly of interest to the scammer in terms of developing a closer 
relationship. 
 
Problem 
Then we looked for information related to the problem(s) which the victim had seen in her 
current life, and found the following information: 
 
someone completely fool me like this was really a hard hit. Not to mention he had me 
convinced that our "relationship" was truly from God, how else could we have found each 
other and 
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…  
Looking back, I had some red flags from the beginning, but I guess I was just so desperate to 
believe that I could have been so lucky to finally have found a man who would love me the 
way I dreamed of being loved put blinders on me and I was able to rationalize all of the red  
…  
only me but my CHILD, whose own father is not much of one, THAT probably is the reason 
that I fell so hard, so stupidly. And another amazing thing is that if it was all via email, he 
never 
 
The first statement indicates that for her a relationship is something special and needs to have 
a religious character. The second statement clearly expresses the urgent wish to find a partner 
who loves her the way she wants to be loved. This includes the aspect to share the same 
religious thoughts. Finally, the third statement, which is also part of the setting, indicates that 
she is missing a caring father for her own child.  
 
The problem arises from the search of the right partner who combines these three 
characteristics: We thus moved these findings: “He had convinced me that our, ‘relationship’ 
was truly from God”, “I was just so desperate to believe that I could have been so lucky to 
finally have found a man who would love me the way I dreamed of being loved” and “CHILD, 
whose own father is not much of one” into the problem part of the Plot Structure Table. 
  
Actions 
Finally we looked for information related to the actions which were involved in the growing 
relationship and which contributed to the relationship story. Also, because the relationship had 
been terminated, there were comments regarding the increasing growing of awareness of the 
real situation. We found a sequence of actions which were not always in correct timely order. 
Very early in the text it is reported that it started with regular email communication over the 
first couple of weeks where the victim constantly explained she could not trust him till they 
met. The scammer showed a lot of patience with this uncertainty. Then it is repeated that they 
would just talk and email for some time longer. Then the text reports that the victim finally fell 
in love with the scammer.  
 
… the first couple of weeks we were communicating via email, I was constantly telling him how 
I would not be able to trust him till we met, I don't like this whole email thing, he could be any 
kind of freak and I would not know any different, he can hide behind a screen, how do I know 
he's who he says he is. And he was so patient about it, and confided he felt the same, and he 
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even claimed that he took the job out of the country because he figured we could just talk and 
email and that we wouldn't really get more serious about trying to build anything for awhile, he 
knew I needed time. So imagine how surprised I was to find myself falling totally in love with 
this man, I mean head over heels like never in my life, all without even having met yet. He was…  
 
 
We also found a part where the scammer involved the victim’s daughter, as he noticed that she 
represents an important part in the victim’s life:  
 
… solicitous in asking about my daughter, and how he looked forward to meeting her and 
what  
… 
have access to EVER, and for this man to find a way to get me to believe that he would love 
not only me but my CHILD, whose own father is not much of one, THAT probably is the 
reason that 
…… 
 
The victim then reports about the first time they spoke on phone, which she reports as a 
significant event for her, because he had a beautiful voice and expressed his feeling and his 
love for God.  She admits a phase of ‘suspension of disbelief’ by saying “red flag was able to 
be swept aside.” 
 
…has wormed his way into my heart. It was the first time we spoke on the phone, and yes, he 
had  an  accent  that  I  was  not  expecting,  that  seemed  more  African  than  the  mix  of 
German/Australian/London English that his upbringing would explain, but even that particular 
red flag was able to be swept aside, because he had the most beautiful voice, that said the most 
beautiful words, and the most beautiful laugh, and everything he said seemed to come directly 
from the depths of his soul, and he had the most beautiful way of expressing his feelings about 
me, his daughter, his love of God, his hopes for our future, and he would sometimes pause and 
… 
 
What follows is a sequence of more reported relevant events related to the relationship. She 
sent him very personal photos of her and openly expressed that she felt he was going to become 
her husband. After she was not able to help with the first request for “Money” she feared that 
she was liable to lose the loved character and was crying:  
 
stopped me from going crazy. Then ANOTHER thing he managed to get me to do was send him 
pictures of a kind  I would NEVER send to anyone,  let alone  in an email to someone  I hadn't  
actually met yet, but hey ‐ he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily 
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ever after, and we were lonely and longing for each other. Then there was an accident at his job 
…  
etc. I literally cried my eyes out, so scared for him, that I could lose this beautiful man before 
ever even touching him, it killed me inside at the thought. But I couldn't help him with money, 
I told him I really wished I could but I had nothing, I do not have money. He would say that was  
 
The victim then reports that she did not hear form the scammer for some time. The first time 
that this happened, she thought that something could be wrong with him:  
 
"love" did not have Facebook. That's when I really had an eye opener, that this whole thing 
may have been an attempt to blackmail me for money. Asking me for help was not yielding 
anything, so blackmail was the way to go. I did not hear from my "love" for several days, and 
that convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed. I was so hurt. Then a few days later  
 
But shortly after this period, he contacted her again:  
 
that convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed. I was so hurt. Then a few days later 
he calls me, and tells me he had been in the hospital and that was why he hadn't called, but he 
wanted to make sure I was okay, have I gotten more emails? Was everything fixed? I said yes, 
 
She considered this turn of events, and concluded that he was innocent of her suspicions.  
 
asked myself why,  if he was guilty of scamming and  I had actually accused him of  this, why 
would he contact me again? It was his perfect time to just run and move on to someone else,   
 
Because she decided he was innocent, she continued the relationship and confirmed their love:  
 
and make him feel like the luckiest man alive, etc etc. Why would he bother? SO I told myself 
MAYBE he  really was  innocent. We  continued  to  communicate  for awhile  longer,  though  I 
noticed he was not calling ME as much, I was calling HIM. Once I told him that I loved him, and 
he was quiet, and then he said very softly that he loved me too, more than I would ever even   
 
However, at this time, the victim started searching for information and found compelling 
evidence that she was scammed. Her search finally led her to a counsellor, who confirmed the 
scam by providing additional information: 
pretty soon after that, and I finally got on Google again and started searching around, and 7 
pages into my Google search I found myself on a link to this site. Reading the stories here, that 
sound exactly  like mine with  just minor  variations  ... wow.  I  chatted with  a  counsellor  and 
explained my story, and he told me yes, I had been scammed, and opened my eyes with all kinds 
of information. And so here I am. Trying to sort out how I could have been so blind, how I can 
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We inserted the marked findings into the “Actions” part of the Plot Structure Table presented 
in Table 1.   
Resolution 
Then we looked for information related to the resolution of the situation revealed in the 
problem section, and found the following information: 
 
have access to EVER, and for this man to find a way to get me to believe that he would love not 
only me but my CHILD, whose own father is not much of one, THAT probably is the reason that 
I fell so hard, so stupidly. And another amazing thing is that if it was all via email, he never 
 …  
from the depths of his soul, and he had the most beautiful way of expressing his feelings about 
me, his daughter, his love of God, his hopes for our future, and he would sometimes pause and 
…  
actually met yet, but hey ‐ he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily 
ever after, and we were lonely and longing for each other. Then there was an accident at his job 
 
It is understandable that the victim felt that here was a resolution for her situation, when she 
apparently found a person who combines the three characteristics of her ‘dream partner’ 
described in the problem. In the first statement she confirms that she thought he would be a 
loving stepfather for her child “get me to believe that he would love not only me but my CHILD”      
and confirmed that this significantly contributed to the increase in her feelings to the profile 
saying “THAT probably is the reason that I fell so hard”. The second statement shows that she 
thought she had found a partner who would be able to share her views of religion and God. The 
third statement confirms that she initially thought she found a person willing to become a 
husband, and she would be happy with him. Looking backward, she was moved to expresses 
some sarcasm about this stance, because at the time she wrote the report she knew it was 
actually not true. 
We move these findings: “get me to believe that he would love not only me but my CHILD”, 
“Expressing … his love of God” and “he was going to be my husband, and we were going to 
live happily ever after...” into the resolution part of the Plot Structure Table in Table 1.   
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5.3.2. Mapping of events into the Transtheoretical Model (Relationship Story) 
After identifying the elements of the Plot Structure Tables we ordered the events from the part 
“action” of the Plot Structure Table (Table 1) in a logical order and mapped them with the 
phases of the Phases of the Transtheoretical Model in Table 2. 
 
 
Table 2: Mapping Events to Phases of the Transtheoretical Model (Relationship Story) 
Phases   Events 
No Intention to 
change 
 the first couple of weeks we were communicating via email, I was constantly telling him how I 
would not be able to trust him till we met   
 he was patient, … 
 
  we could just talk and email and that we wouldn't really get more serious about trying to build 
anything for awhile, he knew I needed time 
Considering 
change 
 So imagine how surprised I was to find myself falling totally in love with this man 
  
   was so solicitous in asking about my daughter, and how he looked forward to meeting her 
  
Determination  get me to believe that he would love not only me but my CHILD, THAT probably is the reason 
that I fell so hard 
  
Action   first time we spoke on the phone … red flag was able to be swept aside, because he had the 
most beautiful voice 
 expressing his feelings about me, his daughter, his love of God  
(he found her LOVE STORY) (red flag was able to be swept aside) 
Maintenance 1  send him pictures of a kind I would NEVER send to anyone 
 he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily ever after 
 His "uncle" had friended me on Facebook because he was so excited to talk to this woman 
that his nephew had fallen totally in love with and was so happy after 15 years of being a single 
father.  
 
  I literally cried my eyes out, so scared for him, that I could lose this beautiful man before ever 
even touching him 
(Blackmail Crisis)  That's when I really had an eye opener 
  I did not hear from my "love" for several days 
 convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed 
  Then a few days later he calls me, and tells me he had been in the hospital and that was why 
he hadn't called, but he wanted to make sure I was okay 
Maintenance 2  I asked myself why, if he was guilty of scamming and I had actually accused him of this, why 
would he contact me again? 
 SO I told myself MAYBE he really was innocent
Maintenance 3  We continued to communicate for a while longer 
Maintenance 4  Once I told him I love him 
 he said very softly that he loved me too 
Termination  Counsellor … opened my eyes with all kinds of information 
 
 
No Intention to Change 
The relationship started with innocuous communication over a couple of weeks; “the first 
couple of weeks we were communicating via email”, where the victim reports that “he was 
patient”. We can assume that in this time, she was not considering a relationship with the 
scammer initially. She was interested and enjoyed the communication, but as she clearly 
expresses, she would not be able to trust him until they had met.  
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Considering Change 
This position changes sometime later, and she was surprised by herself when she realised that 
she had fallen in love. She reports: “So imagine how surprised I was to find myself falling 
totally in love with this man”. This indicates that she was well within the phase of considering 
a change. Clearly, after declarations of falling in love with the character of the scammer, we 
can reasonably assume that she is considering a relationship with him. 
Determination 
This feeling of contemplating change increased gradually during the interaction, particularly 
when she got the impression that the scammer was also interested in the welfare of her daughter 
and loved her too. She clearly expressed this in the sentence: “He was so solicitous in asking 
about my daughter, and how he looked forward to meeting her”. The scammer obviously put 
a lot of effort in creating this impression. For the victim, this approach finally changed her from 
‘considering change’ into ‘determination to change’, when she really believed he would love 
her and the child. She clearly indicates this change in the sentence “he get me to believe that 
he would love not only me but my CHILD”. And she adds in the report: “THAT probably is the 
reason that I fell so hard “. We can assume that this was the time when she was determined to 
go forward with this relationship. 
 
Action 
It is after the time that she had developed the impression that he would love her and her child 
that she talked with him for the first time on phone. This is a significant step, and we consider 
it as the first action after her determination to go into the relationship.  She described this as 
very emotional for her in the sentence: “first time we spoke on the phone … red flag was able 
to be swept aside, because he had the most beautiful voice”. She also said that he was 
“expressing his feelings … his love of God”.  This shows that the scammer has identified her 
personal Love Story and addresses her feelings accordingly.  As she said this suspended any 
remaining disbelief in the sentence: “red flag was able to be swept aside” and she was ready 
to maintain this relationship. 
 
Maintenance 1 
This is the phase where she trusted the scammer and even complied with the request to send 
personal photos of “pictures of a kind I would NEVER send to anyone” because she maintained 
the relationship in expectation that it will hold for the rest of her life. She tells this in the 
sentence:  “he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily ever after”.  
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In this time she was contacted by a person who pretended to be the uncle of her online partner, 
as was mentioned later in the text: “His "uncle" had friended me on Facebook because he was 
so excited…” He obviously sent her a ‘Friend request’ on Facebook. She accepted this in the 
impression of maintaining and deepening the relationship to her online partner. In fact this way 
the person behind the pretended ‘uncle’ was able to see her private postings on her Facebook-
page.   
 
Later, when the fund story came to another peak and she was not able to help with payments 
anymore: “But I couldn't help him with money, I told him I really wished I could but I had 
nothing”, she indicated she was devastated in the sentence: “I literally cried my eyes out, so 
scared for him, that I could lose this beautiful man before ever even touching him” She still 
wanted to maintain the relationship, but was not able to do it with payments. So she was 
terrified by the thought not to reach the resolution to help him and to solve the problem “coming 
home” and getting him as a husband in the relationship story.  
 
After the “Blackmail Crisis” in the fund story, she believed for the first time that she was 
scammed: “That's when I really had an eye opener” and after she did not hear from him for 
some time: “I did not hear from my "love" for several days”, she found it confirmed 
“convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed”. 
 
Maintenance 2 
Remarkably, perhaps, even these events were not enough to end this relationship.  A short time 
later he contacted here again and asked if she was ok: “Then a few days later he calls me … he 
wanted to make sure I was okay”, she rejected the thoughts that he was a scammer: “I asked 
myself why, if he was guilty of scamming and I had actually accused him of this, why would he 
contact me again?” and “SO I told myself MAYBE he really was innocent”.  
 
Maintenance 3 
What follows was a longer time of communication again: “We continued to communicate for 
a while longer”.  
 
Maintenance 4 
Finally she told him she would love him. “Once I told him I love him.” where he replied that 
he loved her too: “he said very softly that he loved me too.”  
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Termination 
The emotional difficult maintenance phase ended when she got serious evidence that she was 
scammed from a counsellor: “Counsellor … opened my eyes with all kinds of information” 
 
5.4. Analysis: Fund Story 
Having established this relationship story, for the next step we took the (green) elements of the 
fund story, and we inserted these into a Plot Structure Table (Table 3). Again we classified the 
information according the elements as Character, Setting, Problem, Actions and Resolution.  
 
Table 3: Plot Structure Table (Fund Story) 
Characters  Victim: single mother of a daughter 
 Scammer: contractor
Settings   (He) arrived in South Africa for his contractor job 
 
Problem   He could finally get home  
 
Actions   his phone and his daughter's iPad and credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they 
arrived in South Africa 
 (He) arrived in South Africa for his contractor job 
 he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about what happened and 
that he was working on fixing it 
 I expressed concern over it he was sure to tell me how he didn't want me worrying about it, it 
was his problem 
 He claimed that he took the job out of the country because he figured we should build anything 
for a while 
 I would find myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness about him as far as the stories he 
was telling me about the hardships he was beginning to endure, and  
 I found myself sending him an iPhone because his was stolen 
 daughter was sick 
 accident at his job site and he was hurt 
 couldn't access his money here at home, trying to get a lawyer 
 But I couldn't help him with money, I told him I really wished I could but I had nothing 
 I get an email that my account was hacked and lo and behold, they had the pictures I had sent 
to him, my home address and phone number, and were going to post them my friends' 
 I contacted a company that could help me secure my account 
 time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL) 
 his "uncle" messaged me on Facebook to tell me that he just got some pictures of me, what 
was going on??. 
 I had messaged several of my friends and family just explaining my account may have been 
hacked and if they get anything weird please let me know 
 No one did, no one got anything ... except for his "uncle" 
 security guy … was telling me I was being scammed … block this "uncle" 
 attempt to blackmail me for money 
 he may be behind it, trying to blackmail me, 
 he was sick again, he had a fever and was really ill, and his guest house was giving him trouble 
about his rent there, and he finally asked if there was any way I could help him pay the rent? 
 I told him I was sorry, I had nothing, I had told him that, I was actually a little in a bind because 
of how much I'd helped him already.
Resolution   to finish his job as quickly as possible  
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5.4.1. Extracting evidence into the Plot Structure Table (Fund Story) 
Character 
First we looked for information related to the characters and found the following information.  
 
 
he was a single father of a daughter, and I am a single mother of a daughter, and he was so  
…  
credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job he was awarded, he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about 
 
In the Fund story, the victim’s character remains a “single mother of a daughter” while the 
scammer’s relevant character (for the Fund Story) is now described as a ‘contractor’.  
We move this findings “single mother of a daughter” and “contractor” into the character part 
of the Plot Structure Table in Table 3. 
 
Setting 
Then we looked for information related to the setting and found the following information.  
 
credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job he was awarded, he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about 
 
This allows the development of a setting, which arises from the job in Africa which he has 
taken on as a contractor. We move this findings “arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job” and into the setting part of the Plot Structure Table in Table 3. 
 
Problem 
Then we looked for information related to the problem and found the following information.  
 
he could talk to, who was worth coming home to and giving him a purpose to finish his job as 
quickly as possible, so he could finally get home to me. Even more crazy was the fact that for 
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The problem which arises out of the setting to work abroad is the fact not being able to meet in 
person the victim. The hint indicating the problem for the couple is “he could get finally get 
home”. We put this finding in the problem part of the Plot Structure Table in Table 3. 
 
Actions 
Then we looked for the actions described in the text. The report describes a sequence of actions, 
arising obstacles and solutions which are not always in timely chronological order. In the 
following we take step by step parts of the report underline the relevant parts and retell the 
information.   
 
Very early in the report we found that phone, iPad and credit card were stolen which indicates 
an obstacle for the resolution to finish the job. It also says that “they”, this means he and his 
daughter, arrived in South Africa. 
flags. I did things that I KNEW were totally wrong ‐ when his phone and his daughter's iPad and 
credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job he was awarded, he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about 
what happened and that he was working on fixing it and taking care of it, even when I expressed 
concern over  it he was sure  to  tell me how he didn't want me worrying about  it,  it was his 
problem, he'd fix it, he was just so happy to have the woman of his dreams in his life, someone 
 
Then the victim reports that the scammer did not immediately ask for help which indicates an 
important event at this time. He just told apparently what happened.  
flags. I did things that I KNEW were totally wrong ‐ when his phone and his daughter's iPad and 
credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job he was awarded, he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about 
what happened and that he was working on fixing it and taking care of it, even when I expressed 
concern over  it he was sure  to  tell me how he didn't want me worrying about  it,  it was his 
problem, he'd fix it, he was just so happy to have the woman of his dreams in his life, someone 
 
 
The victim becomes concerned about the crisis which is reported in the next sentences and 
indicates the next relevant event.  
flags. I did things that I KNEW were totally wrong ‐ when his phone and his daughter's iPad and 
credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job he was awarded, he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about 
what happened and that he was working on fixing it and taking care of it, even when I expressed 
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concern over  it he was sure  to  tell me how he didn't want me worrying about  it,  it was his 
problem, he'd fix it, he was just so happy to have the woman of his dreams in his life, someone 
 
After he arrived in South Africa, he suggests further contact just to communicate. 
he's who he says he is. And he was so patient about it, and confided he felt the same, and he 
even claimed that he took the job out of the country because he figured we could just talk and 
email and that we wouldn't really get more serious about trying to build anything for awhile, he 
 
The next event we found is that the victim starts completely trusting the scammer and any 
disbelief is suspended. (As we will see later, this is a consequence out of an event in the 
relationship story.) 
emails. And I would find myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness about him as far as the 
stories he was telling me about the hardships he was beginning to endure, and I found myself 
sending him an iPhone because his was stolen, and next thing I knew I sent him some money 
because his daughter was sick, and yet it wasn't enough, but at the same time I had nothing  
 
Then the victim confirms that she helped in the crisis with the stolen i-phone, by sending him 
a new one. 
sending him an iPhone because his was stolen, and next thing I knew I sent him some money 
because his daughter was sick, and yet it wasn't enough, but at the same time I had nothing 
 
The sentence also reveals the next crisis where his daughter was sick. This crisis was also 
resolved by sending money.  
sending him an iPhone because his was stolen, and next thing I knew I sent him some money 
because his daughter was sick, and yet it wasn't enough, but at the same time I had nothing 
 
Then another series of actions are reported in the following sentence: First, an accident where 
he and others were hurt, then problems to pay work-related bills due to problems to access his 
own funds. Then a pretended attempt to solve the crisis by involving a lawyer, and finally the 
request to help by transferring funds.  
ever after, and we were lonely and longing for each other. Then there was an accident at his job 
site and he was hurt, others were hurt, he had to figure out how to pay for all of the things going 
on, couldn't access his money here at home, trying to get a lawyer, could I help out at all, etc 
 
Finally the victim reports that she run out of funds and would like to help but was not able to 
comply with the request for money.   
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ever even touching him, it killed me inside at the thought. But I couldn't help him with money, 
I told him I really wished I could but I had nothing, I do not have money. He would say that was 
 
Then she reported that her account was hacked. The personal photos of the victim, which she 
sent to the scammer were in the possession of the offenders and they threatened to send these 
to her Facebook friends.    
I had to tell him I had no more money I could send to help him, all of a sudden I get an email 
that my account was hacked and  lo and behold, they had the pictures  I had sent to him, my 
home address and phone number, and were going to post them my friends' Facebook pages  
 
In an attempt to resolve this problem she contacted a “company” to secure her account.  
check it), instead of contacting them to find out what they wanted, I contacted a company that 
could  help me  secure my  account  and  set  up  stronger  privacy  and  scan my  computer  for 
spyware etc (and I found out here I could have done all that for free myself probably, but at the  
 
She further reported that she was in panic that here community members get the photos.  
time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL). My "love" IMd me to ask what I was doing about this situation, 
and his "uncle" messaged me on Facebook to tell me that he just got some pictures of me, what 
was going on?? I told my "love" that I had a security company helping me, and that his uncle  
 
The uncle claimed that he already got the photos. (Obviously an attempt to put pressure on her) 
time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL). My "love" IMd me to ask what I was doing about this situation, 
and his "uncle" messaged me on Facebook to tell me that he just got some pictures of me, what 
was going on?? I told my "love" that I had a security company helping me, and that his uncle  
 
To resolve this crisis she informed her friends and explained the situation and asked to inform 
her when they got something strange. 
was going on?? I told my "love" that I had a security company helping me, and that his uncle 
just got some pictures, but I had messaged several of my friends and family just explaining my 
account may have been hacked and if they get anything weird please let me know. No one did,   
 
Then she reports that nobody of her friend got anything strange.  
was going on?? I told my "love" that I had a security company helping me, and that his uncle 
just got some pictures, but I had messaged several of my friends and family just explaining my 
account may have been hacked and if they get anything weird please let me know. No one did, 
no one got anything ... except for his "uncle". My "love" had to sign off but the security guy I 
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She talked to a security person. He claimed that she was scammed. He suspect the ‘uncle’ and 
in a consequence he is blocking him from having further access to her or her friends.  
account may have been hacked and if they get anything weird please let me know. No one did, 
no one got anything ... except for his "uncle". My "love" had to sign off but the security guy I 
was talking to was telling me I was being scammed and he went through to block this "uncle" 
from being able to contact me or view anything of mine or contact my friends, etc, because my 
"love" did not have Facebook. That's when I really had an eye opener, that this whole thing 
may have been an attempt to blackmail me for money. Asking me for help was not yielding 
anything, so blackmail was the way to go. I did not hear from my "love" for several days, and 
that convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed. I was so hurt. Then a few days later 
 
In this part of the report it is not clear if the company, which she asked for help and the security 
person also were also faked and part of the scam and the charged fees she paid where an 
additional financial loss directly related to the scam.  
 
 The victim suspected now that this would be an attempt to blackmail her.  
account may have been hacked and if they get anything weird please let me know. No one did, 
no one got anything ... except for his "uncle". My "love" had to sign off but the security guy I 
was talking to was telling me I was being scammed and he went through to block this "uncle" 
from being able to contact me or view anything of mine or contact my friends, etc, because my 
"love" did not have Facebook. That's when I really had an eye opener, that this whole thing 
may have been an attempt to blackmail me for money. Asking me for help was not yielding 
anything, so blackmail was the way to go. I did not hear from my "love" for several days, and 
that convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed. I was so hurt. Then a few days later 
 
The scammer’s explanations about the situation were too ‘miraculous’ that she now suspected 
that he had tried to blackmail her. 
financial  problems  had  been  resolved.  Which  seemed  pretty  miraculous  that  all  of  this 
happened in just a few days when these problems had been going on for weeks. I had emailed 
him and told him I had to accept the fact that he may be behind it, trying to blackmail me, and 
while I wanted to believe he was innocent, I had to question it. I told him that if he was innocent 
 
The scammer claimed to be sick and having trouble to pay his rent and asked the victim to help 
with his payments.  
 
remorse, I'm sure it was just more good acting). Then the final straw for me was last weekend, 
when I called, he was sick again, he had a fever and was really ill, and his guest house was giving 
him trouble about his rent there, and he finally asked if there was any way I could help him pay 
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the rent? That was like my lightbulb going off, finally facing the facts here. All the red flags just 
suddenly came to the front and I knew it. I told him I was sorry, I had nothing, I had told him 
that, I was actually a little in a bind because of how much I'd helped him already. We hung up  
 
The victim realised that she was scammed and told him she had nothing to send. 
remorse, I'm sure it was just more good acting). Then the final straw for me was last weekend, 
when I called, he was sick again, he had a fever and was really ill, and his guest house was giving 
him trouble about his rent there, and he finally asked if there was any way I could help him pay 
the rent? That was like my lightbulb going off, finally facing the facts here. All the red flags just 
suddenly came to the front and I knew it. I told him I was sorry, I had nothing, I had told him 
that, I was actually a little in a bind because of how much I'd helped him already. We hung up  
 
We summarise these actions in the action part of the “Plot Structure Table” in Table 3. 
 
Resolution 
Then we looked for the resolution of the problem ‘he could finally get home’ and found it in 
the same statement.  
 
he could talk to, who was worth coming home to and giving him a purpose to finish his job as 
quickly as possible, so he could finally get home to me. Even more crazy was the fact that for 
 
The solution was seen by the victim in the completion of the job which is required to be able 
to ‘come finally home’ and being able to meet her. Actually all previously listed actions are 
undertaken in order to overcome obstacles and help to finish the job. The fact that this 
resolution is never reached lies in the nature of the scam. Important is that the victim sees it as 
the resolution. We move this findings “to finish his job as quickly as possible” into the 
resolution part of the Plot Structure Table in Table 2 
 
5.4.2. Mapping of events into the Transtheoretical Model (Fund Story) 
After identifying the elements of the Plot Structure Tables we ordered the events from the 
column “action” of the Plot Structure Table (Table 3) in a logical order and mapped them with 
the phases of the Transtheoretical Model in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Mapping Table Events to Phases of the Transtheoretical Model (Fund Story) 
Phases  Events 
No Intention to 
change 
 He claimed that he took the job out of the country because he figured we should build anything 
for a while 
  
  (He) arrived in South Africa for his contractor job 
   his phone and his daughter's iPad and credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they 
arrived in South Africa 
 he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about what happened and 
that he was working on fixing it 
 
Considering 
change 
 I expressed concern over it he was sure to tell me how he didn't want me worrying about it, it 
was his problem 
 
Determination   I would find myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness about him as far as the stories he 
was telling me about the hardships he was beginning to endure 
Action  and I found myself sending him an iPhone because his was stolen 
Maintenance 1 
 
 daughter was sick 
 accident at his job site and he was hurt 
  
 
 
 couldn't access his money here at home, trying to get a lawyer 
  
Maintenance 2  But I couldn't help him with money, I told him I really wished I could but I had nothing, 
(Blackmail Crisis)   I get an email that my account was hacked and lo and behold, they had the pictures I had sent 
to him, my home address and phone number, and were going to post them my friends' 
 His "uncle" had friended me on Facebook because he was so excited to talk to this woman 
that his nephew had fallen totally in love with and was so happy after 15 years of being a single 
father. 
 I contacted a company that could help me secure my account
(Blackmail Crisis) 
Determination  
 
 time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL) 
 
(Blackmail Crisis) 
Action 
 his "uncle" messaged me on Facebook to tell me that he just got some pictures of me, what 
was going on?? 
(Blackmail Crisis) 
Resolution 
 I had messaged several of my friends and family just explaining my account may have been 
hacked and if they get anything weird please let me know 
  No one did, no one got anything ... except for his "uncle" 
 security guy … was telling me I was being scammed … block this "uncle" 
  Her interpretation: he may be behind it, trying to blackmail me 
Maintenance 3  he was sick again, he had a fever and was really ill, and his guest house was giving him trouble 
about his rent there, and he finally asked if there was any way I could help him pay the rent? 
Termination 
 
 I told him I was sorry, I had nothing, I had told him that, I was actually a little in a bind because 
of how much I'd helped him already. 
 
No Intention to Change 
The fund story starts when the scammer declared her that he has taken on a contractor job in 
Africa and explained that “He claimed that he took the job out of the country because he figured 
we should build anything for a while”. He finally arrives in South Africa.  Then the scammer 
told her his problems that his phone and credit card was stolen at the airport. At this time the 
scammer did not ask for help he just explained the situation. We can assume that he wanted to 
increase the victims trust first to make sure she would comply which is requests for funds later. 
We can assume she was not considering to send any funds to the scammer at this time.  
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Considering Change 
Finally she considered to help. She expressed this in the sentence: “I expressed concern over it 
he was sure to tell me how he didn't want me worrying about it, it was his problem”. But he 
still explained that he did not want her to be worried about him, he would solve his problems. 
She also had a “niggling uneasiness about him as far as the stories”.  This comes as a last 
disbelief, which holds the victim back from sending funds.  
 
Determination 
The determination phase was triggered by a trust building event in the Relationship Story. After 
the first time the spoke on phone the scammer was able to address her feelings according her 
personal Love story.  This finally suspended her disbelief. “I would find myself putting aside 
the niggling uneasiness”. 
 
Action 
She acts for the first time and sent him an iPhone. 
 
Maintenance 1 
In the following time the scammer presented series of hardships where the victim complied. 
First by helping in relation to his sick daughter followed by additional not in detail described 
requests: “and yet it wasn't enough”.  
 
Maintenance 2 
It followed an accident where he claimed to be hurt. At this time she claimed to have no money 
more to help.  “But I couldn't help him with money, I really wished I could”. This stopped 
further payments. But she was not committed to terminate completely. She said she was only 
not able to help with ‘money’ but indicated that she still was willing to help.  
 
Blackmail Crisis 
The victim indicated to not pay any further funds but she remained in the relationship and she 
was very worried she could lose him. 
This caused the scammer to apply a different strategy. During the relationship he motivated the 
victim to send very private photos from her. He used these photos do design a security crisis 
where the photos get sent to her friends and her reputation in her community was at risk. The 
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victim resolved the issue by herself. She released the pressure on her by informing her 
community members about the situation and apologising for any inconvenient messages.  She 
knew that her community loves her and would support her. 
 
This is the time where she realised that something was wrong. Then she noticed that no one of 
her friends got any strange mails. In addition to this the security person which she contacted 
suggested she was scammed. Most likely the uncle was behind the scenario. As a consequence 
he block the uncle from her account.    
 
Maintenance 3 
When the scammer realised that the strategy with the security issue did not work, he changed 
back to the initial strategy. In the relationship story he maintained the communication. After a 
short time he presented a new crisis. “he was sick again…his guest house was giving him 
trouble about his rent there”. 
 
Termination 
The victim refused the request again, but this time knowing that it was a scam and did not 
suffer emotional pain about her decision. This indicated the final termination of the fund story. 
 
5.5. Timely Sequence of both Scams 
In the last step of the analysis, we put the phases of the Transtheoretical Model of both stories 
in a timely sequence together in Table 5:  
 
Table 5: Timely Sequence of the events in relationship and Fund Story. 
 Relationship Scam  Fund Scam 
Phases  Events   Events 
No Intention to 
Change 
 the first couple of weeks we 
were communicating via 
email, I was constantly 
telling him how I would not 
be able to trust him till we 
met   
 he was patient, … 
 
  
   No Intention to 
Change 
 He claimed that he took the job out 
of the country because he figured 
we should build anything for a 
while 
  
    (He) arrived in South Africa for his 
contractor job 
  
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  we could just talk and email 
and that we wouldn't really 
get more serious about 
trying to build anything for 
awhile, he knew I needed 
time 
  his phone and his daughter's iPad 
and credit cards, etc were stolen at 
the airport when they arrived in 
South Africa 
 he did not immediately ask me for 
anything. He was just telling me 
about what happened and that he 
was working on fixing it 
  
Considering 
change 
 So imagine how surprised I 
was to find myself falling 
totally in love with this man 
  
  
  Considering 
change 
 I expressed concern over it he was 
sure to tell me how he didn't want 
me worrying about it, it was his 
problem, 
   was so solicitous in asking 
about my daughter, and how 
he looked forward to 
meeting her 
 
  
Determination   get me to believe that he 
would love not only me but 
my CHILD, … THAT probably 
is the reason that I fell so hard, 
(Important) 
  
Action   first time we spoke on the 
phone … red flag was able 
to be swept aside, because 
he had the most beautiful 
voice 
 expressing his feelings 
about me, his daughter, his 
love of God   (he found her 
LOVE STORY) 
(red flag was able to be 
swept aside)  
  
  Determination  I would find myself putting aside 
the niggling uneasiness about him 
as far as the stories he was telling 
me about the hardships he was 
beginning to endure 
  Action  and I found myself sending him 
an iPhone because his was stolen 
(I did not send so much that I would 
be totally hurt with it) 
Maintenance 1  send him pictures of a kind I 
would NEVER send to 
anyone 
 he was going to be my 
husband, and we were going 
to live happily ever after 
 His "uncle" had friended me 
on Facebook because he 
was so excited to talk to this 
woman that his nephew had 
fallen totally in love with and 
was so happy after 15 years 
of being a single father.  
 
Maintenance 1  daughter was sick 
 accident at his job site and he was 
hurt 
 
    couldn't access his money here at 
home, trying to get a lawyer 
  
  Maintenance 2
(No Money) 
 But I couldn't help him with money, 
I told him I really wished I could but 
I had nothing, 
  I literally cried my eyes out, 
so scared for him, that I 
could lose this beautiful man 
before ever even touching 
him 
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  (Blackmail 
Crisis) 
 I get an email that my account was 
hacked and lo and behold, they 
had the pictures I had sent to him, 
my home address and phone 
number, and were going to post 
them my friends' 
  (Blackmail 
Crisis) 
Determination  
 
 time I was in a panic that my father, 
young niece, brother and pastor of 
my church did not get these 
pictures on Facebook LOL) 
 
    I contacted a company that could 
help me secure my account 
  (Blackmail 
Crisis) Action 
 his "uncle" messaged me on 
Facebook to tell me that he just got 
some pictures of me, what was 
going on?? 
  (Blackmail 
Crisis) 
Resolution 
 I had messaged several of my 
friends and family just explaining 
my account may have been 
hacked and if they get anything 
weird please let me know 
    No one did, no one got anything ... 
except for his "uncle" 
 security guy …  was telling me I 
was being scammed … block this 
"uncle" 
(Blackmail 
Crisis) 
 That's when I really had an 
eye opener 
  Her interpretation: he may be 
behind it, trying to blackmail me 
  I did not hear from my "love" 
for several days 
 convinced me that it was 
true, I had been scammed 
  
  Then a few days later he 
calls me, and tells me he had 
been in the hospital and that 
was why he hadn't called, 
but he wanted to make sure 
I was okay 
 
  
Maintenance 2  I asked myself why, if he was 
guilty of scamming and I had 
actually accused him of this, 
why would he contact me 
again? 
 SO I told myself MAYBE he 
really was innocent
  
Maintenance 3  We continued to 
communicate for a while 
longer 
  
Maintenance 4  Once I told him I love him 
 he said very softly that he 
loved me too 
  
  Maintenance 3  he was sick again, he had a fever 
and was really ill, and his guest 
house was giving him trouble about 
his rent there, and he finally asked 
if there was any way I could help 
him pay the rent? 
  Termination  I told him I was sorry, I had nothing, 
I had told him that, I was actually a 
little in a bind because of how 
much I'd helped him already. 
Termination  Counsellor … opened my 
eyes with all kinds of 
information 
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No Intention to Change: (Relationship/Fund) 
In both stories the victim started with “No Intention” neither to have a relationship nor to send 
funds. In the relationship story they communicated while in the story the scammer just told her 
about crisis he experienced.   
 
Considering Change: (Relationship/Fund) 
In the relationship story she started considering a relationship when she felt in love with the 
scammer. Shortly after she was also concerned about the hardships he faced. It can be assumed 
that she considered support at least morally in the fund story.    
 
Determination: (Relationship) 
In the relationship story she was determinate to go in this relationship when she finally was 
convinced that he would be a good stepfather for her daughter.  
 
Action: (Relationship) 
After she was determinate to go in this relationship the first action was to talk with the scammer 
on phone. This telephone call is described as very emotional for her. We can assume that the 
scammer met her expectations of a partner according her underlying love story: “Religion 
Story”. It suspended any remaining disbelieve related to the relationship“red flag was able to 
be swept aside”. 
 
Determination: (Fund) 
Shortly after this suspension of disbelieve related to the relationship she also lost her disbelieve 
related to the hardships he faced in the fund story. 
 
Action: (Fund) 
Shortly after this suspension of disbelieve related to the fund story she also went in action and 
send an iPhone. 
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Maintenance 1: (Relationship/Fund) 
In the relationship story follows a sequence of actions which are mend from her side to maintain 
the relationship, because she thought the relationship would last for the rest of her live. First 
sending very private photos of her, second to provide access to her Facebook account for an 
additional character the ‘Uncle’. For the scammer these events where initiated in preparation 
of the “Blackmail crisis”.  
In the fund story new crises raised where the victim initially helped with payments. 
 
Maintenance 2: (Fund) (No Money) 
The victim did not comply with the request of money because she was not in possession of 
further funds. This lead to the terminating the fund story related to payments. As we can see 
she stopped paying but still was willing and wanted to support as a companion. We see this 
from the fact that she was afraid to lose the scammer. The fact that she stopped paying did not 
prevent the scammer from requesting further payments. In this regards the payments story has 
not stopped and is still maintained.  
After the scammer noticed that he could not get any fund according this strategy he introduced 
another scam. He used the previously created events “sending personal Photos” and “contact 
to an uncle” to engineer a pretended “Blackmail scenario”. In this scenario the victim contacted 
additional characters as a “company” and a “Security guy” and payed additional fees. It is not 
clear if these characters where part of the scam and she suffered additional (scam-) loss. She 
does not report that anybody demanded payments to prevent that the personal pictures are sent 
to her friends. This would indicate it was part of the scam and the scammer claimed their loot 
through faked company fees. On the other side it is also possible that she really contacted an 
honest company and they charged legitimate fees. However finally she resolved the problem 
by trusting in the support of her friend and informing and apologising the about the situation. 
 
Maintenance 2: (Relationship) 
The relationship story is still in the phase of maintenance but the victim has first doubts in the 
honesty of the scammer after the black mail crisis and when she did not hear from the scammer 
for some time. Then in an act of reanimating the maintenance phase the scammer called her 
and asked if she was ok. This caused her to reject her doubts: “I asked myself why, if he was 
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guilty of scamming and I had actually accused him of this, why would he contact me again?” 
and “SO I told myself MAYBE he really was innocent”. 
It follows a period of new communication where she finally expressed her love for him. “Once 
I told him I love him”. He played his role and replied that he loved her too.  
 
Maintenance 3: (Fund) 
Actually when the scammer called her it was not only an act to reanimating the relationship, it 
was also to check out the status of the black mail scenario. After she told him that it was 
resolved he realised that this was not the way to go. Instead he changed back to initial attempt 
to groom trust through communicating with her in the relationship story. 
Motivated through the success in the relationship story, where the victim confessed her love to 
him he started an additional attempt to request funds “…asked if there was any way I could 
help him pay the rent?” and to continue the maintenance of the fund story. 
 
Termination: (Fund) 
This time the victim faced the reality and strictly refused to pay and terminated the fund story. 
After this she started investigating about the character.  
 
Termination: (Relationship) 
During her investigations she found a counsellor who provided serious evidence that she was 
scammed. As a consequence she terminated the relationship.   
The timely sequence of the events of both stories in one table allowed us to see clearer the 
relations between the events of both stories; when the victim moved in the next phase of the 
Transtheoretical Model and what caused this step. This allowed us to identify the step which 
caused her to change behaviour in favour of the scammer to send the money.  
In our example this step is when she talked the first time on phone with the scammer and he 
gave here the impression he would fit in her understanding of a perfect romantic partner. “first 
time we spoke on the phone … red flag was able to be swept aside, because he had the most 
beautiful voice.”. Here the scammer successfully addressed her love story. “…expressing his 
feelings about me, his daughter, his love of God”.  As a result the victim felt in love with the 
scammer. This way he guided her into the phase of Maintenance in the Relationship Story and 
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established sufficient enough trust to open the step to move in the Determination Phase in the 
fund story which follows soon after. ” I would find myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness 
about him as far as the stories he was telling me about the hardships he was beginning to 
endure” 
 
In this chapter, we described the used Methodology using a detailed analysis of randomly 
chosen example from the material upon which the published papers have been based. This way 
we have illustrated how we have strived to achieve veracity in our knowledge claims through 
transparency of our systematic analysis, and to show how we have ensured that the anonymity 
of those involved has been protected. In the following chapters we present the published papers 
which described the methodology in a comprehensive and abstracted level.  
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Chapter 6 Preliminary findings from the Romance Scam report analysis to 
establish the structure as two-layer scam   
 
Published in: Kopp, C., Sillitoe, J.F., Gondal, I. and Layton, R. (2016). Online Romance 
Scam:  Expensive e-Living for romantic happiness, 29th Bled eConference.. 
 
Previous chapters (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4), presented a novel theory about the Romance 
Scam. These chapters describe the Romance Scam as a device which is built upon two virtual 
stories, each of which is used, in a parallel fashion, to develop stories which are designed to 
entrap the victim.  In Chapter 5 we presented, in detail, the methodology which we have used 
in this investigative research in order to justify the veracity of our subsequent findings. Chapter 
6 presents our findings, based on this approach, which have arisen from our analysis of real 
Romance Scam reports. The analysis particularly focusses on the two-layer structure of the 
scam, and established how a ‘personal love story’ is a factor in the development of the first part 
(the relationship story) of the scam. This is followed by an examination of how the second 
(parallel) story is engineered in order to justify the request for funds and, consequently, how it 
is seamlessly embedded in the context of the online relationship story. Finally, the analysis 
looks at how the development of both stories can be seen to go through the phases common to 
human behaviour, which are represented in the Transtheoretical model of Prochaska and 
DiClemente, (2005), as a tentative suggestion of why this scam is so widely successful. 
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Chapter 7 A field study of fraudulent Romance Scam profiles   
 
Published:  Kopp, C., Sillitoe, J.F., and Gondal, I. (2016). “I am your perfect online dating 
partner”: Narrative analysis of Romance Scam profiles, In Proceedings of the 4th Asia Pacific 
Conference on Advanced Research (APCAR-2017). 
 
The publications presented as Chapters 2, 4 and 6 have described our theory and reported our 
investigations of the importance of developing ‘personal love stories’ as a basis for building a 
virtual relationship in a Romance Scam. These findings were based on published scam reports, 
and analysis of the course of the scams has given us confidence that this approach gives some 
insight into the mechanics of this activity. We have therefore extended this investigation to 
examine how these love stories have been incorporated into the very early phase of the scam 
through the creation of ‘suitable partner’ profiles. In this Chapter, we present our study of how 
scams, using different types of personal love stories, can be developed using fraudulent online 
profiles to attract and entice victims by matching the profile with available information about 
the victim. In this exploratory study, which uses qualitative analysis of fraudulent profiles from 
three different international websites, we have investigated how these virtual profiles have been 
successfully managed to incorporate various personal love stories and the victim’s 
circumstances. The focus of the study lies in the incorporation of the personal love story rather 
than the explicit link between the profile structure and type of love story.   
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Chapter 8 Detection of ‘two stories’ in a relationship development as an early 
sign of a Romance Scam  
 
Submitted paper under review:  Kopp, C., Sillitoe, J.F., and Gondal, I. (2016). Online 
Romance Scam: An Empirical Study. 
 
Using the methodology from Chapter 5, a qualitative in-depth analysis of reports of fraudulent 
and honest relationships sourced from the internet, together with the results of the study which 
were presented in the previous chapter as preliminary findings, is presented here. It has been 
done to provide support for the central thesis of this research program, namely that personal 
love stories play an important role in the Romance Scam, and that they have significant impact 
in the development of the crime. 
It is pertinent to comment here that this comparative investigation of fraudulent and honest 
relationships will (i) make it able to identify significant differences in the beginning phases of 
the relationship, and (ii) in the following development of the relationship, make it able to 
distinguish between honest and fraudulent activities.  This analysis will be dependent upon two 
key factors: (i) the clear existence of ‘two stories’ in the developing relationship 
correspondence and (ii), evidence of significant effort (or not) of both partners to meet in 
person. These observations are of high relevance in identifying a relationship as fraudulent at 
an early phase. They will help to clearly distinguish between a fraudulent and an honest 
relationship, and thus allow appropriate intervention and protection of the victim to be started 
at an early stage, preventing possible significant psychological harm being done.  
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Chapter 9 Conclusions  
 
This thesis, based on a narrative research methodology, has provided a possible method for 
revealing key features of Internet Romance Scams. To date, work in this chosen area has been 
hampered by the fact that there is a significant gap in our knowledge about the details of this 
type of scam; partly because the extent of the practice is unknown, which is related, in turn, to 
the lack of clear information about the way in which these scams work.  
To address this significant gap in our knowledge, we proposed a methodology which combines 
an innovative combination of the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & DiClemente, 2005) 
with the Theory of Personal Love Stories (Sternberg, 1999), which is a new and original 
method, to describe the underlying structure of the crime. Taking this approach has allowed us 
to look at this e-crime from a different point of view, and to consequently to analyse scam 
reports from a completely new angle. Previous research explores the structure of the scam 
(Whitty, 2013). This research also looks at the impact on the victim and explains its success 
from this point of view. 
In our theory, we first assert that a Romance Scam follows the script of the personal love story 
of the victim which the scammer continually develops using clues and information gathered 
from the communication with the victim. Further, we are suggesting that in order for us to get 
a better understanding of Romance Scams, we need to look more closely at its phases, in 
particular the “profile”, “grooming” and “the sting”, which need to be read as a coherent 
strategy and need to be placed in a context of a suitable story.      
Second, we suggest that an online Romance Scam is actually built from a combination of two 
scams. One scam is related to the establishment of a faked relationship, whilst the second is 
built, in parallel, to request payments for fictitious events. The relationship scam is specifically 
designed to establish deep trust by the victim for the scammer which provides the lever for the 
funds scam. This second scam is most commonly presented in conjunction with persuasion 
techniques related to mass marketing frauds. We assert that an important factor in the initial 
relationship scam is the development of a Personal Love Story, since it is apparent that people 
have personal affinities to romantic relationships based on their personal love interests and an 
understanding of their ideal partner. The relationship scam focusses on this situation and 
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applies effort into tailoring the scammer as a ‘perfect’ partner. At the same time as this 
relationship is built, the secondary fund scam is developed where the victim is unconsciously 
guided through the phases of the Transtheoretical Model and the scam creates slowly the 
motivation to comply with the demands to transfer funds. 
We investigated the applicability of this theory in an analysis of fraudulent profiles posted on 
dating websites, where we looked at the underlying narrative elements of the profiles in order 
to determine if there are any recognisable patterns in the initial contact materials. This helped 
us to understand how the scams are constructed to address and capture a potential victim’s 
interest. 
Our analysis of the profiles clearly shows that Personal Love Stories are built into the 
fraudulent profiles of many Romance Scams. The most frequently used stories are the Fantasy 
Story and the Recovery Story followed by the Religion Story and History Story. This 
exploration also showed differences in using the love stories according to the gender of the 
victim. The Fantasy Story dominated in the presentation of the female profiles. It is sometimes 
combined with the Government Story. This supports the expected gender-related role of the 
scammer as a ‘superior’ man. For the male victims, while the profiles also use elements of the 
Fantasy Story, it is not usually as strongly drafted as in the female profiles, and it is often 
combined with a cocktail of other stories such as Religion, Government, Recover and Traveler 
Stories. The loves stories are not gender specific but different in relation to the role the person 
plays in the scenario. The scammers clearly try to incorporate common gender specific 
preferences related to the love stories into the scam. While female tend to play the weak role 
in a romantic relationship in the search of protection and support the male individuals are 
positioned in the strong role of the partnership. The fantasy story can easily be combined with 
these other stories by equipping the character with the right attributes. As a result, the initial 
profile is flexible enough to be used as a net for viewing by a larger audience since it 
simultaneously relates to several personal love stories, and can thus draw in a number of 
potential victims.  
The exploration also showed that there are differences in using these love stories according to 
the origin of the scam. We observed that the African profiles appear more confident and 
demanding, and their approach combines desirable but unrealistic offers, whereas the Russian 
profiles prefer a softer, more humble presentation. This needs to be interpreted according to 
the cultural background of the county of the origin of the scam. It can be assumed that the 
cultural values influence the character and appearance of the scams.   
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Then we turned our attention to an empirical and detailed analysis of scam reports published 
on the internet, to determine if we could detect if there are any common characteristic elements 
which contribute to this entrapment behaviour. In the detailed analysis, the scam reports were 
also compared to instances of honest relationship reports. Finally, the research looked at a 
selected range of cases which allowed us to examine, in detail, the nature of the developing 
‘love story’, which was done in conjunction with the Transtheoretical Model. 
Our analysis of the scam reports confirmed that the Personal Love Story drafted in the initial 
fraudulent profiles are further elaborated in the following communications, and this is clearly 
an important factor in the overall development of the scam. The most common love story types 
developed in the scam reports were the Recover Story and the Fantasy Story.  
The study also revealed that a Personal Love Story is important for the development of the 
honest relationships, but our analysis showed that there was a larger range of types in bona fide 
attempts to meet a partner compared to the fraudulent instances. This reflects that there is a 
considerable variety of stories which occurs in real interactions between individuals, a variety 
which is not seen when selecting suitable persons for a scam using a limited number of carefully 
manufactured approaches. The difference is a consequence from the assumption that not all 
love stories suit for the scam. 
During the early phase of the relationship building, the scammer clearly constructs the fictitious 
character, the setting and the relationship according to hints and indications in the 
communications which reveal the victims’ Personal Love Story. Our study also confirmed that 
the scam is built by two parallel virtual stories; the relationship and fund story, and observed 
that both stories are developed through the phases of human behaviour according to the 
Transtheortical Model. The victims’ motivation to behave according to the scammer’s wish is 
slowly fostered using a stepwise progression through the stages of this Model.  
In addition to testing our developed theory, we also discussed questions related to the usage of 
public available data from the internet for research. This concern arose from the fact that whilst 
the studies were based on reports which were published on the internet and were freely 
accessible, we were intending to use them for research purpose, which might be different than 
originally from the author intended purpose. 
Indeed, ethical considerations in online research are significantly more complex and require a 
more sensitive case-by-case decision than traditional research. The Belmond report (1979), 
generally used as guideline for conventional research, provides a good foundation with its three 
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principles of: “Autonomy, Benefits and Justice”. However, in addition, application of ethical 
principles needs a sensitive interpretation due to the different conditions of the internet. 
Decisions depend on the nature of the topic, the type of online community, the requirements to 
gain access to the forum and the nature of the research. All of these considerations affect the 
level of ethics clearance which is required. 
Regarding the outcomes of this work, during the course of our investigations we revealed key 
features of the romance scam activity, which we claim can be used in the development of 
counter-strategies to assist potential victims. In particular, we see that there are techniques that 
can be used to prevent the victim moving into a period of “suspension of disbelief” during the 
early stages of the romance scam. If this, and similar interventions, can be achieved during an 
early time in the virtual relationship, we believe it will help to avoid significant emotional and 
material damage.  
For example, an important outcome of this research is the suggestion that the victim needs to 
be helped to recognise the development of the parallel Fund Story during the very early phases 
of the Relationship Story. This is the phase where the scammer tries to quietly build a level of 
trust within the victim. A successful intervention at this point could be to motivate the victim 
to ask critical questions regarding this slowly developing Fund Story. This may help the victim 
recognise and identify inconsistencies in the stories, and perhaps force the scammer to progress 
more quickly than anticipated and, in doing so, reveal his actual criminal intention.   
In addition, the observations we made when comparing the honest with the fraudulent stories, 
revealed that both partners in the honest relationship focused on building the relationship, and 
there was, clearly, no second (Fund) story. In the developing honest relationship, the partner 
was informed about important facts relevant to the new situation, such as having children from 
a previous relationship. Whilst the couple might expressed concerns about these issues and 
discuss matters related to them, in an honest encounter there was no attempt to build a second 
‘Fund Story’, since this is clearly not relevant to the development of the relationship.  
A second difference was that all relationship building efforts in honest examples focused on 
meeting in person as soon as possible, while in the fraudulent cases, any attempt at a face-to-
face meeting appears to be scheduled only after a sequence of pretended other duties, and 
finally was ‘delayed’ due to ‘unlucky circumstances’. This sign that the first face-to-face 
meeting can only be scheduled after a couple of ‘other duties’, seems to be another good 
indication of a scam, and it often appears at an very early phase of the scam where the victim 
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has not built up enough trust in the scammer to be less critical. This happens especially when 
the pretended duties are only part of the newly drafted ‘Fund Story’ and not related to the 
developing relationship, where critical questions can reveal the real intention of the scammer.  
 
9.1. Limitations 
1. Because of the restrictions of these investigations in time and scope, it is recognised that 
this study has certain limitations. First, we obtained our data mainly from one internet 
source. Notwithstanding that this source is widely seen to be the main forum for reporting 
Romance Scam experiences, it nevertheless limits our perspective of scam reports because 
they arise from a certain type of community. It excludes reports from victims who are, for 
some reason, choose not to engage with the forum.  This might be due to a number of 
reasons: having no suitable means of access; a limitation in their skills to use the necessary 
technology to access the forum; or just not being aware of the existence of the forum. It 
also excludes reports of victims who do use the forum, but who have not got the writing 
skills to present a useful report. In this respect, we did find examples, or rather fragments 
of reports, which initially looked interesting but did not provide enough information or 
detail to be selected for the analysis. Nonetheless, by applying the sampling frame work 
explained in Chapter 6 and Chapter 8, we feel that the selected data sources provide a 
sufficiently varied population of reports to allow a first meaningful analysis.  
2. The usage of publicly available data from the internet raises the discussed ethical 
restrictions in its usage for analysis and publishing. The limitation of being unable to gain 
consent of the individual report’s author imposes some boundaries on the selection of 
material for analysis. It is also impractical to inquire for further clarification in those cases 
where there is a lack of clarity in the reports, which could inadvertently lead to some 
misinterpretation. 
3. We are concerned that the love story scale which we have obtained from previous studies, 
is not granular enough, in that it does not cover all possible types of stories. As a 
consequence, in this study we needed to extend the scale from our own observations, adding 
other apparently important stories such as the “Religion” or “History” stories.   
4. The love story scale which we have utilised for this study, uses only three interrogatory 
queries selected from a wider range of queries which were initially suggested in Sternberg’s 
book for each Love story. This was done to help manage the extent of the analysis task, 
which was in danger of becoming overwhelming.    
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5. A significant limitation of this study, which arises from the on-line character of the data 
set, is based on the fact that the scores chosen to characterise the stories was done on behalf 
of the victim by the researchers using ‘hints’ provided in the text.  Even when we found 
very clear hints, it is recognised that this will not completely reflect the victim’s view in 
each case, and thus involves a degree of subjectivity. It is obvious that in a follow-up study 
using interviews, this aspect of the analysis could be made more accurate.    
6. As referred to earlier, the report analysis was a very time consuming manual process. The 
identification of key phrases or related events was only possible after several readings. A 
later identified key event could lead to different interpretation and cause us to change the 
previous analysis results, which resulted in additional effort. The selected approach allowed 
us to analyse only one report at the same time (for one person) to avoid confusion and mix 
up between the stories. It also needed time to get familiarised with the story after reading 
to reflect and interpret the events. As a consequence, only a limited amount of reports could 
be analysed in the timeframe of the project. Further, a clear separation of the events into 
the two scam stories (relationship and fund) is not always possible. Some information was 
relevant for both stories, or it was dependent on an event occurring in the parallel story. 
This caused some confusion in the marking of the text during the initial readings, which 
required a revisiting and correcting of the marked-up extracts. 
 
9.2. Future work 
We see that there are a number of follow-up studies that could be undertaken under different 
circumstances to avoid the previously described limitations. It is suggested that:  
1) The follow-up studies should extend the existing love story scale on the basis of the 
definition of the stories to include all observed stories. Sternberg provides more 
questions in his book (Sternberg, 1999), which can be used to develop the more granular 
version of the existing love story scale. 
2) The follow-up studies should prepare a more granular version of the existing love story 
scale using more questions which allow the generation of a score based on the answers 
to a full range of questions. 
3) A suggested alternative approach in marking the initial raw text would be to copy the 
raw text three times. The next step would be to mark the elements of the two stories 
and the hints for the personal love story in the separate copies before looking at them 
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in combination. This would avoid a confusing marking scheme in the text where 
phrases are relevant for both the Fund story and the Love story. 
4) As indicated earlier, a significant advance in accuracy of interpretation could be made 
if samples could be chosen with the option of confirmatory interviews. Whilst this 
would require much more attention to ethical details, the increase in objectivity of 
analysis would be significant.  
Further, it is suggested that in might be useful to investigate the ways in which the different 
“love story types” can be applied in the scam. In our study, we saw a clear change in the 
behaviour of the victim after engaging with the Love story, but we have only limited hints of 
what exactly was done to create the impression with the victim that the scammer would exactly 
reflect a suitable story partner. There is a second important question regarding the power of the 
developed Love story; why is this situation able to suspend the obvious tendencies for disbelief 
in the Fund story and can thus catalyse or support the transfer of funds to the scammer over a 
certain time frame. We expect that a deeper investigation of this key issue could be undertaken 
in an interview situation. 
A final future investigation that we have considered is related to the importance of the phases 
of the Transtheoretical model, and we would like to see how the separate phases of the two 
scams more intimately link together. In addition, we are interested in detecting the signs which 
signal to the scammer that it is time for moving onto the next phase. We anticipated that this 
knowledge will help to develop efficient prevention strategies for advice and counselling 
purposes, which can prevent significant loss and personal harm for unsuspecting victims. 
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Appendix 1 Complete file with mark-up 
 
In each case, the analysis started by repeatedly reading the available report in order to get a 
good understanding of the key events in the scam as detailed by the actors. In this reading, the 
various elements for which we were looking were identified on the basis of our theoretical 
framework.  
To assist in this preliminary analysis, we marked sequences that we felt contained relevant 
information. During the reading, we marked the relevant information with colours to allow an 
initial visual grouping into elements representing (i) raw data of the relationship story, (ii) raw 
data of the fund story and (iii) hints for the underlying personal love story. Initially, we chose 
red for events of the relationship story, green for the fund story and blue for ‘hints’ of the 
underlying Love Story. What follows is an example of this analysis scheme. 
 
My story is just like so many others here, and it's been a relief to just know that I was not the 
only one that was taken in. I mean, I feel sorry for all of us, but it's amazing to me just how good 
these  scammers  are.  I've  always  prided myself  on my  ability  to  read  people,  and  to  have 
someone completely fool me like this was really a hard hit. Not to mention he had me convinced 
that our  "relationship" was  truly  from God, how else  could we have  found each other and 
known so quickly that we were meant to be, soul mates? He was everything I wanted in a man, 
and he said all the right things before I gave any hints about what those right things would be. 
Looking back, I had some red flags from the beginning, but I guess I was just so desperate to 
believe that I could have been so lucky to finally have found a man who would love me the 
way I dreamed of being loved put blinders on me and I was able to rationalize all of the red 
flags. I did things that I KNEW were totally wrong ‐ when his phone and his daughter's iPad and 
credit cards, etc were stolen at the airport when they arrived in South Africa for his contractor 
job he was awarded, he did not immediately ask me for anything. He was just telling me about 
what happened and that he was working on fixing it and taking care of it, even when I expressed 
concern over  it he was sure  to  tell me how he didn't want me worrying about  it,  it was his 
problem, he'd fix it, he was just so happy to have the woman of his dreams in his life, someone 
he could talk to, who was worth coming home to and giving him a purpose to finish his job as 
quickly as possible, so he could finally get home to me. Even more crazy was the fact that for 
the first couple of weeks we were communicating via email, I was constantly telling him how 
I would not be able to trust him till we met, I don't like this whole email thing, he could be any 
kind of freak and I would not know any different, he can hide behind a screen, how do I know 
he's who he says he is. And he was so patient about it, and confided he felt the same, and he 
even claimed that he took the job out of the country because he figured we could just talk and 
email and that we wouldn't really get more serious about trying to build anything for awhile, he 
knew I needed time. So imagine how surprised I was to find myself falling totally in love with 
this man, I mean head over heels like never in my life, all without even having met yet. He was 
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so convincing in sharing his faith with me, his feelings about what he wanted in a relationship, 
he was a single father of a daughter, and I am a single mother of a daughter, and he was so 
solicitous in asking about my daughter, and how he looked forward to meeting her and what 
his feelings are about parenting ‐ and mind you, my kid is the one thing NO ONE is allowed to 
have access to EVER, and for this man to find a way to get me to believe that he would love not 
only me but my CHILD, whose own father is not much of one, THAT probably is the reason that 
I fell so hard, so stupidly. And another amazing thing  is that  if  it was all via email, he never 
would have wormed his way into my heart. It was the first time we spoke on the phone, and 
yes, he had an accent  that  I was not expecting,  that  seemed more African  than  the mix of 
German/Australian/London English that his upbringing would explain, but even that particular 
red flag was able to be swept aside, because he had the most beautiful voice, that said the most 
beautiful words, and the most beautiful laugh, and everything he said seemed to come directly 
from the depths of his soul, and he had the most beautiful way of expressing his feelings about 
me, his daughter, his love of God, his hopes for our future, and he would sometimes pause and 
take kind of a deep breath like he was contemplating how to express himself that would just 
totally enthrall me. I mean it, he made me fall in love with him not by what he said in his emails, 
or  in the handsome pictures that he sent me of himself, but with his words straight from his 
voice. And that is what I struggle with, because for anyone to fool me so completely that way 
... I know that in person is the best way for me to judge someone's honesty, but usually I can 
detect in people's voices if they are sincere or putting on an act, it's a lot easier to spew BS in 
emails. And I would find myself putting aside the niggling uneasiness about him as far as the 
stories he was telling me about the hardships he was beginning to endure, and I found myself 
sending him an iPhone because his was stolen, and next thing I knew I sent him some money 
because his daughter was sick, and yet it wasn't enough, but at the same time I had nothing 
more I could send, so I told him I didn't have anything else. I did not send so much that I would 
be  totally hurt with  it,  it was more  than  I  should have, yes, but  the niggling doubt at  least 
stopped me from going crazy. Then ANOTHER thing he managed to get me to do was send him 
pictures of a kind  I would NEVER send to anyone,  let alone  in an email to someone  I hadn't 
actually met yet, but hey ‐ he was going to be my husband, and we were going to live happily 
ever after, and we were lonely and longing for each other. Then there was an accident at his job 
site and he was hurt, others were hurt, he had to figure out how to pay for all of the things going 
on, couldn't access his money here at home, trying to get a lawyer, could I help out at all, etc 
etc. I literally cried my eyes out, so scared for him, that I could lose this beautiful man before 
ever even touching him, it killed me inside at the thought. But I couldn't help him with money, 
I told him I really wished I could but I had nothing, I do not have money. He would say that was 
okay, he would work it out, God brought me to him not for money but because I was the love 
of his life and he just had to get home to me, he had never imagined he'd find someone like me, 
etc, etc. But every now and then he'd ask for help with money, and then after several times that 
I had to tell him I had no more money I could send to help him, all of a sudden I get an email 
that my account was hacked and lo and behold, they had the pictures I had sent to him, my 
home address and phone number, and were going to post them my friends' Facebook pages 
and a porn site, contact them right away. His "uncle" had friended me on Facebook because 
he was so excited to talk to this woman that his nephew had fallen totally in love with and 
was so happy after 15 years of being a single father. Well when I got this email (and my "love" 
is the one that called me to tell me he got some email about my account being hacked, I better 
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check it), instead of contacting them to find out what they wanted, I contacted a company that 
could  help me  secure my  account  and  set  up  stronger  privacy  and  scan my  computer  for 
spyware etc (and I found out here I could have done all that for free myself probably, but at the 
time I was in a panic that my father, young niece, brother and pastor of my church did not get 
these pictures on Facebook LOL). My "love" IMd me to ask what I was doing about this situation, 
and his "uncle" messaged me on Facebook to tell me that he just got some pictures of me, what 
was going on?? I told my "love" that I had a security company helping me, and that his uncle 
just got some pictures, but I had messaged several of my friends and family just explaining my 
account may have been hacked and if they get anything weird please let me know. No one did, 
no one got anything ... except for his "uncle". My "love" had to sign off but the security guy I 
was talking to was telling me I was being scammed and he went through to block this "uncle" 
from being able to contact me or view anything of mine or contact my friends, etc, because my 
"love" did not have Facebook. That's when I really had an eye opener, that this whole thing 
may have been an attempt to blackmail me for money. Asking me for help was not yielding 
anything, so blackmail was the way to go. I did not hear from my "love" for several days, and 
that convinced me that it was true, I had been scammed. I was so hurt. Then a few days later 
he calls me, and tells me he had been in the hospital and that was why he hadn't called, but he 
wanted to make sure I was okay, have I gotten more emails? Was everything fixed? I said yes, 
my accounts are being monitored, everything is fine. I said that I am lucky to have friends and 
family that support me and love me no matter how stupid I am, so if they end up with pictures, 
all I can do is apologize, admit I made a mistake and ask for forgiveness. I have no money to be 
blackmailed with, so even going that route wasn't an option, I would just have to own up to 
my stupidity and apologize, suffer embarrassment if necessary, but I'd live, I'd move on. He said 
that he found out it was HIS account that was hacked, since he used internet cafes to check his 
email and so that's how it happened, and because I was the only woman he talked to or had 
pictures of, then the person must have assumed I was important. But he had it all taken care of 
now. And he had also been able to work out everything on his end so he was doing well, his 
financial  problems  had  been  resolved.  Which  seemed  pretty  miraculous  that  all  of  this 
happened in just a few days when these problems had been going on for weeks. I had emailed 
him and told him I had to accept the fact that he may be behind it, trying to blackmail me, and 
while I wanted to believe he was innocent, I had to question it. I told him that if he was innocent, 
then we'd get through this, but if he's guilty, then I will pray for him, forgive him, and hope that 
someday he finds a way to live that does not involve hurting others. I knew I had to accept that 
he was a potential scammer and not the man I was in love with. Yet I wanted to believe him ‐ I 
asked myself why,  if he was guilty of scamming and  I had actually accused him of  this, why 
would he contact me again? It was his perfect time to just run and move on to someone else, 
the jig was up and so just disappear, it would be easy. So why would he call me again, tell me 
how worried he was about me, he loves me so much and just wants to come home to me, and 
it hurt him that I would think he was behind this but he understands why, but why would he 
want to hurt me when I have never done anything to him other than love him, listen to him, 
and make him feel like the luckiest man alive, etc etc. Why would he bother? SO I told myself 
MAYBE he  really was  innocent. We  continued  to  communicate  for awhile  longer,  though  I 
noticed he was not calling ME as much, I was calling HIM. Once I told him that I loved him, and 
he was quiet, and then he said very softly that he loved me too, more than I would ever even 
know. He seemed to be hurting inside (as much as I'd like to think that maybe he was having 
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remorse, I'm sure it was just more good acting). Then the final straw for me was last weekend, 
when I called, he was sick again, he had a fever and was really ill, and his guest house was giving 
him trouble about his rent there, and he finally asked if there was any way I could help him pay 
the rent? That was like my lightbulb going off, finally facing the facts here. All the red flags just 
suddenly came to the front and I knew it. I told him I was sorry, I had nothing, I had told him 
that, I was actually a little in a bind because of how much I'd helped him already. We hung up 
pretty soon after that, and I finally got on Google again and started searching around, and 7 
pages into my Google search I found myself on a link to this site. Reading the stories here, that 
sound  exactly  like mine with  just minor  variations  ... wow.  I  chatted with  a  counselor  and 
explained my story, and he told me yes, I had been scammed, and opened my eyes with all kinds 
of information. And so here I am. Trying to sort out how I could have been so blind, how I can 
be so desperate for love and attention that I would just lap all of that up and ignore all the signs 
that it was not right. I'm smarter than that, I'm more perceptive than that, I'm more confident 
than that. Aren't I??? I have gone through phases of accepting that it was a mistake, to crying 
over it, to feeling really stupid, to realizing that I need to be smarter about who I give my heart 
to .... and yet I find myself praying a  lot. Not just for myself, but for the man whose pictures 
were used to lure me, and also for my scammer. I ask myself what kind of a life circumstances 
has he  lived  to bring him  to  this,  to  living  this way, convincing women  that he  loves  them, 
speaking beautifully and passionately about love and God, and yet not meaning any of it, just 
preying on their hearts and trying to get money? I think of him, and I feel sorry for him, that he 
is in a place where he lives lies. And while I do NOT pity him to the extent of allowing him back 
into my heart or into my life, I pray for him and the rest of them, that somehow God will speak 
to their hearts, open a window of light where they can find the will or the means to break this 
cycle and find some kind of redemption, find love and a way to live in the future to repay what 
they have done. The man  I have spent the past few months talking to, sometimes for hours, 
really does have a beautiful voice, a beautiful laugh, and I wish for him to find a way to use that 
for  something  good  instead  of  evil.  For  him  to  actually  someday  feel  the  feelings  that  he 
expressed and mean the words that he says. I forgive him for what he's done to me, because I 
know  I  am  forgiven  for what  I have done. And  that's  all  I  can do  to heal.  Forgive,  and  ask 
forgiveness. And go forward smarter and more cautious,  learn from this, thank all of you for 
sharing your stories, thank the counselors for their advice, and hope that by sharing our stories 
we can stop this from happening to others. I'm sure that I will cry some more over this, it's not 
over  yet,  and  I  will  have  to  resist  the  temptation  to  find  out  WHY,  because  there  is  no 
satisfactory answer, and just move on. Thank you all for your support and I wish us all to find 
REAL love, that we all deserve. 
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Appendix 2 Love Story Scale 
 
In this appendix we present the extended “Love Story Scale” which has been used in this 
analysis. The basis of this scale is the “Love Story Scale” taken from Sternberg (2012). It has 
been amended with questions relevant to additional “Love Story” types according to definitions 
provided in Sternberg’s earlier book (Sternberg, 1999).  
Rate each statement on a scale from 1 to 9, with 1 meaning that it does not characterize your romantic 
relationships at all, 9 meaning that it describes them extremely well. Then average your scores for each story. In 
general, averaged scores of 7 to 9 are high, indicating a strong attraction to a story, and 1 to 3 are low, indicating 
little or no interest in the story. Moderate scores of 4 to 6 Indicate some interest, but probably not enough to 
generate or keep a romantic interest. Next, evaluate your own love story. (There are 12 listed here; see the book 
for more.) 
STORY #1 
1. I enjoy making sacrifices for the sake of my partner. 
2. I believe sacrifice is a key part of true love. 
3. I often compromise my own comfort to satisfy my partner's needs. 
Score: _____. 
The sacrifice story can lead to happy relationships when both partners are content in the roles they are playing, 
particularly when they both make sacrifices. It is likely to cause friction when partners feel compelled to make 
sacrifices. Research suggests that relationships of all kinds are happiest when they are roughly equitable. The 
greatest risk in a sacrifice story is that the give-and-take will become too out of balance, with one partner always 
being the giver or receiver. 
STORY #2 
Officer: 
1. I believe that you need to keep a close eye on your partner. 
2. I believe it is foolish to trust your partner completely. 
3. I would never trust my partner to work closely with a person of the opposite sex. 
Score: __1___. 
Suspect: 
1. My partner often calls me several times a day to ask exactly what I am doing. 
2. My partner needs to know everything that I do. 
3. My partner gets very upset if I don't let him or her know exactly where I have been. 
Score: __1___. 
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Police stories do not have very favourable prognoses because they can completely detach from reality. The 
police story may offer some people the feeling of being cared for. People who are very insecure relish the 
attention that they get as a "suspect," that they are unable to receive in any other way. But they can end up 
paying a steep price. As the plot thickens, the suspect first begins to lose freedom, then dignity, and then any 
kind of self-respect. Eventually, the person's mental and even physical well-being may be threatened. 
STORY #3 
1. I believe that, in a good relationship, partners change and grow together. 
2. I believe love is a constant process of discovery and growth. 
3. I believe that beginning a relationship is like starting a new journey that promises to be both exciting and 
challenging. 
Score: __1___. 
Travel stories that last beyond a very short period of time generally have a favourable prognosis, because if 
travellers can agree on a destination and path, they are already a long way toward success. If they cannot, they 
often find out quite quickly that they want different things from the relationship and split up. Travel relationships 
tend to be dynamic and focus on the future. The greatest risk is that over time one or both partners will change 
the destination or path they desire. When people speak of growing apart, they often mean that the paths they 
wish to take are no longer the same. In such cases, the relationship is likely to become increasingly unhappy, or 
even dissolve completely. 
STORY #4 
Object: 
1. The truth is that I don't mind being treated as a sex toy by my partner. 
2. It is very important to me to gratify my partner's sexual desires and whims, even if people might view them as 
debasing. 
3. I like it when my partner wants me to try new and unusual, and even painful, sexual techniques. 
Score: __1___. 
Subject: 
1. The most important thing to me in my relationship is for my partner to be an excellent sex toy, doing anything I 
desire. 
2. I can never be happy with a partner who is not very adventurous in sex. 
3. The truth is that I like a partner who feels like a sex object. 
Score: __1___. 
There are no obvious advantages to the pornography story. The disadvantages are quite clear, however. First, 
the excitement people attain is through degradation of themselves and others. Second, the need to debase and 
be debased is likely to keep escalating. Third, once one adopts the story, it may be difficult to adopt another 
story. Fourth, the story can become physically as well as psychologically dangerous. And finally, no matter how 
one tries, it is difficult to turn the story into one that's good for psychological or physical well-being. 
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STORY #5 
Terrorizer: 
1. I often make sure that my partner knows that I am in charge, even if it makes him or her scared of me. 
2. I actually find it exciting when I feel my partner is somewhat frightened of me. 
3. I sometimes do things that scare my partner, because I think it is actually good for a relationship to have one 
partner slightly frightened of the other. 
Score: __1___. 
Victim: 
1. I believe it is somewhat exciting to be slightly scared of your partner. 
2. I find it arousing when my partner creates a sense of fear in me. 
3. I tend to end up with people who sometimes frighten me. 
Score: _____. 
The horror story probably is the least advantageous of the stories. To some, it may be exciting. But the forms of 
terror needed to sustain the excitement tend to get out of control and to put their participants, and even 
sometimes those around them, at both psychological and physical risk. Those who discover that they have this 
story or are in relationship that is enacting it would be well-advised to seek counselling, and perhaps even police 
protection. 
STORY #6 
Co-dependent: 
1. I often end up with people who are facing a specific problem, and I find myself helping them get their life back 
in order. 
2. I enjoy being involved in relationships in which my partner needs my help to get over some problem. 
3. I often find myself with partners who need my help to recover from their past. 
Score: _____. 
Person in recovery: 
1. I need someone who will help me recover from my painful past. 
2. I believe that a relationship can save me from a life that is crumbling around me. 
3. I need help getting over my past. 
Score: __9___. 
The main advantage to the recovery story is that the co-dependent may really help the other partner to recover, 
so long as the other partner has genuinely made the decision to recover. Many of us know individuals who 
sought to reform their partners, only to experience total frustration when their partners made little or no effort to 
reform. At the same time, the co-dependent is someone who needs to feel he or she is helping someone, and 
gains this feeling of making a difference to someone through the relationship. The problem: Others can assist in 
recovery, but the decision to recover can only be made by the person in need of recovery. As a result, recovery 
stories can assist in, but not produce, actual recovery. 
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STORY #7 
1. I believe a good relationship is attainable only if you spend time and energy to care for it, just as you tend a 
garden. 
2. I believe relationships need to be nourished constantly to help weather the ups and downs of life. 
3. I believe the secret to a successful relationship is the care that partners take of each other and of their love. 
Score: _____. 
The biggest advantage of a garden story is its recognition of the importance of nurture. No other story involves, 
this amount of care and attention. The biggest potential disadvantage is that a lack of spontaneity or boredom 
may develop. People in garden stories are not immune to the lure of extramarital relationships, for example, and 
may get involved in them to generate excitement, even if they still highly value their primary relationship. In 
getting involved in other relationships, however, they are putting the primary relationship at risk. Another potential 
disadvantage is that of smothering -- that the attention becomes too much. Just as one can overwater a flower, 
one can over attend a relationship. Sometimes it's best to let things be and allow nature to take its course. 
STORY #8 
1. I believe that close relationships are partnerships. 
2. I believe that in a romantic relationship, just as in a job, both partners should perform their duties and 
responsibilities according to their "job description." 
3. Whenever I consider having a relationship with someone, I always consider the financial implications of the 
relationship as well. 
Score: _____. 
A business story has several potential advantages, not the least of which is that the bills are more likely to get 
paid than in other types of relationships. That's because someone is always minding the store. Another potential 
advantage is that the roles tend to be more dearly defined than in other relationships. The partners are also in a 
good position to "get ahead" in terms of whatever it is that they want. One potential disadvantage occurs if only 
one of the two partners sees their relationship as a business story. The other partner may quickly become bored 
and look for interest and excitement outside the marriage. The story can also turn sour if the distribution of 
authority does not satisfy one or both partners. If the partners cannot work out mutually compatible roles, they 
may find themselves spending a lot of time fighting for position. It is important to maintain the option of flexibility. 
STORY #9 
1. I think fairy tales about relationships can come true. 
2. I do believe that there is someone out there for me who is my perfect match. 
3. I like my relationships to be ones in which I view my partner as something like a prince or princess in days of 
yore. 
Score: _____. 
The fantasy story can be a powerful one. The individual may feel swept up in the emotion of the search for the 
perfect partner or of developing the perfect relationship with an existing partner. It is probably no coincidence that 
in literature most fantasy stories take place before or outside of marriage: Fantasies are hard to maintain when 
one has to pay the bills, pack the children off to school and resolve marital fights. To maintain the happy feeling 
of the fantasy, therefore, one has to ignore, to some extent, the mundane aspects of life. The potential 
disadvantages of the fantasy relationship are quite plain. The greatest is the possibility for disillusionment when 
one partner discovers that no one could fulfil the fantastic expectations that have been created. This can lead 
partners to feel dissatisfied with relationships that most others would view as quite successful If a couple can 
create a fantasy story based on realistic rather than idealistic ideals, they have the potential for success; if they 
want to be characters in a myth, chances are that's exactly what they'll get: a myth. 
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STORY #10 
1. I think it is more interesting to argue than to compromise. 
2. I think frequent arguments help bring conflictive issues into the open and keep the relationship healthy. 
3. I actually like to fight with my partner. 
Score: _____. 
The war story is advantageous in a relationship only when both partners clearly share it and want the same thing. 
In these cases, threats of divorce and worse may be common, but neither partner would seriously dream of 
leaving: They're both having too much fun, in their own way. The major disadvantage, of course, is that the story 
often isn't shared, leading to intense and sustained conflict that can leave the partner without the war story 
feeling devastated much of the time. People can find themselves in a warring relationship without either of them 
having war as a preferred story. In such cases, the constant fighting may make both partners miserable. If the 
war continues in such a context, there is no joy in it for either partner. 
STORY #11 
Audience: 
1. I like a partner who is willing to think about the funny side of our conflicts. 
2. I think taking a relationship too seriously can spoil it; that's why I like partners who have a sense of humour. 
3. I like a partner who makes me laugh whenever we are facing a tense situation in our relationship. 
Score: _____. 
Comedian: 
1. I admit that I sometimes try to use humour to avoid facing a problem in my relationship. 
2. I like to use humour when I have a conflict with my partner because I believe there is a humourous side to any 
conflict. 
3. When I disagree with my partner, I often try to make a joke out of it. 
Score: _____. 
The humorous story can have one enormous advantage: Most situations do have a lighter side, and people with 
this story are likely to see it. When things in a relationship become tense, sometimes nothing works better than a 
little humour, especially if it comes from within the relationship. Humour stories also allow relationships to be 
creative and dynamic. But the humour story also has some potential disadvantages. Probably the greatest one is 
the risk of using humour to deflect important issues: A serious conversation that needs to take place keeps 
getting put off with jokes. Humour can also be used to be cruel in a passive-aggressive way. When humour is 
used as a means of demeaning a person to protect the comedian from responsibility ("I was only joking"), a 
relationship is bound to be imperilled. Thus, moderate amounts are good for a relationship, but excessive 
amounts can be deleterious. 
STORY #12 
1. I think it is okay to have multiple partners who fulfil my different needs. 
2. I sometimes like to think about how many people I could potentially date all at the same time. 
3. I tend and like to have multiple intimate partners at once, each fulfilling somewhat different roles. 
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Score: _____. 
There are a few advantages to a collection story. For one thing, the collector generally cares about the 
collectible's physical well-being, as appearance is much of what makes a collection shine. The collector also finds 
a way of meeting multiple needs. Usually those needs will be met in parallel -- by having several intimate 
relationships at the same time -- but a collector may also enter into serial monogamous relationships, where each 
successive relationship meets needs that the last relationship did not meet. In a society that values monogamy, 
collection stories work best if they do not become serious or if individuals in the collection are each viewed in 
different lights, such as friendship or intellectual stimulation. The disadvantages of this story become most 
obvious when people are trying to form serious relationships. The collector may find it difficult to establish 
intimacy, or anything approaching a complete relationship and commitment toward a single individual. Collections 
can also become expensive, time-consuming, and in some cases illegal (as when an individual enters into 
multiple marriages simultaneously). 
STORY #13 
Religion in relationship: 
1. I believe true love should be part of one’s religious live.  
2. I believe that in the best relationships, people help each other draw closer to God. 
3. My devotion to my partner can only be seen in the larger context of my devotion to God. 
Score: _____. 
Relationship as religion: 
1. I seem to seek salvation in relationships, much as other people do in religion.  
2. I feel like my relationship has saved me from despair. 
3. I have found that I need religion less now than I am in the relationship I’m in. 
Score: _____. 
The Religion story in which two people view themselves in relationship infused with the presence of God 
generally seems to be an adaptive one, and churches that encourage this point of view seem to have relatively 
low divorce rates among their members. Viewing love as a source of salvation – the other kind of religion story – 
is risky, for one thing, salvation probably cannot come successfully from another person. As a result, those who 
look to relationships for salvation are likely to be disappointed. (Adapted from Love Is a Story) 
 
STORY #14 
1. I do believe that a relationship is like a well-tended home. 
2. I feel as though the home we keep together is an important part of our relationship. 
3. I find it hard to imagine our relationship without our home as our refuge. 
Score: _____. 
The main advantage of House + Home story is the explicit recognition that a comfortable living environment really 
can make a difference in a relationship. Research has shown that people tend to feel positively towards others 
when they have positive experiences in the presence of those others. The disadvantages are probably that 
attention can be diverted from the partner and the relationship to the home. (Adapted from Love Is a Story) 
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STORY #15 
1. I believe that to know the future of a relationship, one should look at its past. 
2. I believe our past is a very important part of us and our relationships, and that it should never be forgotten. 
3. I believe a couple’s shared past is necessarily of great importance to their present relationship.  
Score: _____. 
The greatest advantage of the History story is the potential for remembering happy moments and for using these 
moments to get through rough times. The greatest disadvantage of the history story is the potential for repeatedly 
dragging up past failures. (Adapted from Love Is a Story) 
 
STORY #16 
Teacher 
1. I find myself in the role of a teacher in my close relationship. 
2. I tend to find myself teaching my partners in close relationships a lot about life. 
3. I like the fact that people with whom I am in relationships have a lot to learn from me. 
Score: _____. 
Student 
1. I find myself in the role of a student in my close relationship. 
2. I tend to find myself learning quite a bit from my partners in close relationships. 
3. I sometimes feel as though the people with whom I am in relationships are like teachers to me. 
Score: _____. 
 
The greatest potential advantage of the Teacher Student story is that they fulfil the couple’s goals. One enjoys 
being a teacher, and the other finds learning enjoyable. Risks can arise when the couple is in the same work 
group. They typically cause problems for co-worker, and eventually for themselves.   (Adapted from Love Is a 
Story) 
 
STORY #17 
1. I don’t mind if my partner make most of the decisions because I think it is better to have one person in charge. 
2. I think it is important for one person to be responsible for important decisions in a relationship, and I would 
rather let my partner be the responsible one. 
3. I think it is actually more efficient if only one person takes control of the important decisions in a relationship, 
and I don’t mind if that person is not me. 
Score: _____. 
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The greatest advantage of the Government story is that the allocations of power is clearer than is other kinds of 
relationships. The disadvantage is that power issues can start to take over the entire relationship. The partners 
can become so obsessed with issues of who has that power that they stop facing other issues and stop enjoying 
other aspects of the relationship (Adapted from Love Is a Story) 
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Appendix 3 Final ethics project report 
 
FINAL ETHICS PROJECT REPORT    UNIVERSITY OF BALLARAT  
HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
1) Project Details: 
 
Project No: 
 
B13-091 
Project Name: 
 
Finding key features of internet romance scams by applying the theory of 
‘Transtheoretical Model’ to the structural features of personal love stories. 
 
2) Principal Researcher Details: 
 
Full Name: 
 
A/Prof Jim Sillitoe  
School/Section: 
 
SITE 
Phone: 
 
(03) 5327 9776 
Fax: 
 
 
Email: 
 
j.sillitoe@federation.edu.au 
 
3) Project Status: 
 
Please indicate the current status of the project: 
 
 
 Continuing 
 
Expected completion date:    31/08 
/2016 
 
 
 Abandoned: 
 
Please give reason:   
 
4) Changes to project: 
 
Do you propose to make any amendments to the originally approved project? 
 
 
 No 
 
 
 
 Yes    * NB: If ‘yes’, you will need to submit a Request for 
Amendments to the HREC         for approval before new work 
can proceed. 
 
5) Special Conditions: 
 
If this project was approved subject to conditions, have these been met? 
 
 
 N/A 
 
 Yes 
 
 No    * NB: If ‘no’, please provide an explanation:  
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6) Storage of Data: 
 
Please indicate where you are storing the data collected during the course of this project: 
 
The information will be collected from self‐reported data on public websites. These websites encourage 
victims of scams to report their crime, which they are free to do so if they wish. This data is pre‐existing and 
no attempt will be made to gather "new" data sources. 
 
Whenever possible only the report numbers are kept in a list to be able to retrieve the reports from the 
public websites. 
 
For storage on computers, the TrueCrypt program will be used to create a hard drive encrypted with 
government approved encryption algorithms. This will require a password to access. 
 
Backups of the data will be kept within the safe at the ICSL, suite 8/9, Greenhill Enterprise Centre. This lab 
has been built with bank grade security and is currently used to store confidential fraud data from a major 
Australian bank, who approved the facility. The combination is known only to members of the ICSL, who 
have had police checks. It is worth adding that data will be preprocessed to deidentify the information 
before a backup is made. 
 
7) Research Participants: 
 
Have there been any events that might have had an adverse effect on the research 
participants OR unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the 
project? 
 
 
 No 
 
 
 
 Yes   * NB: If ‘yes’, please provide details: 
 
8) Summary of Results:   
 
Please provide a short summary of results of the project so far (no attachments please): 
 
 
I have collected 32 reports from the yahoo groups related to romance scams. Each report includes a 
reference number which has helped me to organize the many reports I have retrieved regarding each case 
in the yahoo group.   
I have now started to read the reports in detail, having selected 12 reports according my original sampling 
strategy.  
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I have also begun to analyse six of these reports using the methods described in the original application. 
This has involved combining the Plot Structure Table and the Sequencing of the events in an Excel sheet for 
each report.   
 
  
9) Feedback:    
  
The HREC welcomes any feedback on: 
 difficulties experienced with carrying out the research project;  or  
 appropriate suggestions which might lead to improvements in ethical clearance and 
monitoring of research. 
 
 
The inordinately large number of published postings regarding related issues in the help forum has 
made it difficult to locate suitable reports for this thesis. 
  
 
 
 
10) Signature/s: 
 
 
Principal 
Researcher: 
 
 
………………………………….. 
 
Print name:  A/Prof Jim Sillitoe 
 
Date: 
 
 
Other/Student 
Researchers: 
 
 
 
………………………………….. 
 
Print name:  Dr Robert Layton 
 
Date: 
 
 
………………………………….. 
 
Print name:  Christian Kopp 
 
Date: 
 
 
 
 
Please return to the Ethics Officer, Mt. Helen campus, as soon as possible. 
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